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Trillions of micro- and nano-electronic devices are manufactured every year. They service
countless electronic systems across a diverse range of applications ranging from civilian, military,
and medical sectors. Examples of these devices include: packaged and board-mounted
semiconductor devices such as ceramic capacitors, CPUs, GPUs, DSPs, etc., biomedicalimplantable electrochemical devices such as pacemakers, defibrillators, and neural stimulators,
electromechanical sensors such as MEMS/NEMS accelerometers and positioning systems and
many others. Though a diverse collection of devices, they are unified by their length scale.
Particularly, with respect to the ever-present objectives of device miniaturization and performance
improvement. Pressures to meet these objectives have left significant room for the development of
widely applicable inspection and evaluation techniques to accurately and reliably probe new and
failed devices on an ever-shrinking length scale. Presented in this study is a framework of
correlative, cross-modality microscopy workflows coupled with novel in-situ experimentation and
testing, and computational reverse engineering and modeling methods, aimed at addressing the
current and future challenges of evaluating micro- and nano-electronic devices. The current
challenges are presented through a unique series of micro- and nano-electronic devices from a
wide range of applications with ties to industrial relevance. Solutions were reached for the
challenges and through the development of these workflows, they were successfully expanded to
areas outside the immediate area of the original project. Limitations on techniques and capabilities
were noted to contextualize the applicability of these workflows to other current and future
challenges.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Micro- and Nano-electronic devices; Definition
Micro- and nano-electronic devices are a ubiquitous part of 21st century technology. Every
electric-powered system whether it is a computer, phone, car, or clock possesses at least one
micro- or nano-electronic device. In a general definition, micro- and nano-electronic devices
service electronic systems. The broad category includes devices comprised of a wide and diverse
array of materials, functions, shapes, and many other unique characteristics. Such devices include:
packaged and circuit board-mounted semiconductor devices, biomedical electrochemical devices,
electromechanical sensors, and many, many others. Figure 1-1 presents a partial look at one
hierarchical classification scheme.

Figure 1-1: Partial look at hierarchical classification of micro- and nano-electronics
(Selected images from [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7])
1

Arguably the most unifying aspect of these different devices is their length scale,
particularly, with respect to the ever-present objectives of miniaturization, performance
improvement, and device assurance. Moore’s Law, which has its origin in the world of
semiconductor devices, has been popularly generalized to describe the global trend of technology
towards miniaturization. Figure 1-2 renders Moore’s Law in the context of node size for
semiconductor devices.

Figure 1-2: Moore’s Law for semiconductor devices [8]
In short, transistor node size is decreasing exponentially which correlates to an
exponential increase in computational power. Pressures to meet the objectives, particularly
achieving device assurance in the face of device miniaturization and performance augmentation
has generated a growing void in necessary investigation and evaluation techniques. The diversity
and sheer number of microelectronics in circulation necessitates universally applicable, advanced
techniques rooted in physical examination as opposed to electrical tests which must be uniquely
designed for each device type and to a specific defect or defect group. Comprehensive physical
2

examination can remove guessing work with common practices such as signature analysis, where
physical defects are inferred based on the performance of various electrical tests [9]. It can also
capture defects not directly linked to electrical performance at the time of testing or by nature,
such as those listed in established defect taxonomies [10]. But examining physical attributes
through different modalities of microscopy provides only a platform for a solution. True
resolution of the challenge demands a harmonious mixture of multi-instrument, multi-length
scale, and multi-modality approaches. The proposed solution is a unique framework of correlative
microscopy coupled with realistic in-situ testing conditions and monitoring devices, and virtual
testing through simulation. The framework is aimed at addressing the shortcomings of general
quality assurance testing, detecting and characterizing defects on the nano-scale in both R&D and
end-user settings, selecting appropriate characterization techniques, and component design for
various microelectronic devices. To illustrate the efficacy of such a framework, a series of
industry-relevant challenges within micro- and nano-electronic systems were presented and
addressed. The specific challenges are
1. Non-Destructive Alternative for Destructive QA Testing of Packaged Semiconductor
Device (Chapter 2)
2. Defect Detection, Targeted Accessing, and Characterization of Multi-Layer Ceramic
Capacitor (MLCC) (Chapter 3)
3. Defect Detection, Targeted Accessing, and Characterization of Implantable
Biomedical Device Electrode and Individual Evaluation of Techniques (Chapter 4)
Though specific examples are expounded in this thesis, it is important to state that the workflows
developed are not limited to just these examples. Lessons learned in recipe-building, parametric
studies, and workflow development permitted this work to be generalized and applied to other
3

challenges. After the presentation of the solution to the industry-relevant challenge and a
summary of the scientific contributions, successful expansion of the work to a different area of
micro- and nano-electronics is presented to demonstrate how the findings of this thesis enabled
additional research.
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Chapter 2: Non-Destructive Alternative for Destructive QA Testing
of Packaged Semiconductor Device

2.1 Background and Scope
Bond wires are one of the primary vehicles for die to lead interconnection in packaged
semiconductor devices. Some experts estimate that they account for roughly 90% of circulated
device interconnections [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The quality of such interconnects largely affects
the performance of the device and therefore it is essential for the manufacturers and industrial
users to perform quality testing on the wires [17]. In addition to quality control, the proliferation
of counterfeit electronics thrusted bond wire testing to an essential role in reliability and
authentication testing. The specifics of these tests have been considered in published standards
such as MIL STD 883, particularly the Method-2000 and Procedure-5000 series. Such tests can
either be naturally destructive or non-destructive, but the majority require partial or full molding
compound removal to access the internal attributes of the device. More modern standards like
SAE AS6171, which is formatted for detecting counterfeit microelectronics, leverage some
minimally invasive techniques such as X-ray computed tomography, in the case of SAE
AS6171/5.
The destructive nature of package removal has many drawbacks, revealing a need for nondestructive methods. There are several notable advantages to the non-destructive evaluation of
bond wires in integrated circuits using numerical simulation. To name a few [18]:
1. Reusability and assurance of the tested circuit is preserved during the test
2. Simultaneous testing of multiple components under different conditions is realized
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3. Complete control over tested bond wires with fine pitch/shared leads
4. Significantly faster testing in long duration dynamic tests (e.g. fatigue, creep, etc.)
5. Ability to create extremely unique test environments that could be prohibitively expensive
to recreate (e.g. extreme pressure, extreme temperature, etc.)
6. Pathway to avoid unexpected effects on internal components during package removal
processes (i.e. chemical bath, laser ablation, etc.)
Finite element testing of integrated circuit bond wiring has been attempted in the past but
at some expense to accuracy [19, 20, 21]. The impact of variations in geometric modeling has
been documented in the past yielding different simulation outcomes [22]. It was only until very
recently that more robust and accurate approaches to incorporating realistic geometries have been
proposed for FEA. To summarize the current technique for typical bond wire-pull or bond wireshear tests, micro-CT is used to attain the actual geometry of the integrated circuit’s bond wires.
Then, through image processing and segmentation, the geometries can be directly imported to a
simulation software for mechanical testing [18].
This new technique has opened the door for many possibilities. However, more
development is needed for the current methodology, before it can be considered for deployment
in an industrial setting as an acceptable replacement for traditional destructive tests. First, the
results of such an analysis have never been tested against the physical destructive bond wire tests
that serve as the industry standard. The validity of this technique hinges on its ability to closely
match the existing method of testing. Though it can be expected to yield relatively different
results, given the destructive nature of the traditional testing method and the approximate
numerical methods used. In this thesis, a new non-destructive virtual testing workflow is
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presented wherein destructive conventional mechanical tests served as a verification tool for the
developed model.
In addition to verification of this technique’s accuracy, to be deployed in an industrial
setting, it needs to be practical. Some practical limitations of the current methodology include the
computational requirements and the need to prepare the model for FEA. It’s an indisputable fact
that a powerful CPU and GPU are needed for 3-D reconstruction. And it is known that the
resulting segmented mesh for an arbitrary integrated circuit is quite large, often tens to hundreds
of megabytes in size [23]. With simulation processes pushing the file size to roughly 10-100 times
its original dimension, there is a debilitating bottleneck around the computation of high-resolution
models. As mentioned before, the model preparation stage is an integral part of the simulation.
Typically, FEA software packages are not designed for CAD modeling/repairing and lack the
necessary tools. For a successful simulation, it is necessary to remove extraneous details from the
tomography and to partition the model to define appropriate boundary conditions and loads. In
this thesis, the inclusion of conservative reverse engineering to a CAD-editable geometry is
detailed to mitigate computational expense, ease downstream modeling in FEA, and open the
door to parametric design studies. To demonstrate the power of the realistic virtual platform for
design, this thesis presents and answers a design question that has the consequence of minimizing
the expense required to create iterative physical prototypes for physical testing. Thereby,
additional questions related to material selection and component geometry and their impact on
manufacturability and manufacturing cost can be analyzed affecting many downstream design
decisions.

7

2.1.1 Objectives
Based on the current efforts and the associated shortcomings, highlighted in Section 2.1,
to create an effective workflow to perform a QA tests on packaged microelectronics, the
objectives for this work are to
1. Develop a workflow for the non-destructive acquisition and extraction of realistic
geometric information from a physical sample.
2. Convert geometric information to CAD-editable format by reverse engineering for
downstream ease of handling, reduction of computational expense, and the potential
for geometric parametric studies as a design tool.
3. Import geometric information to finite element modeling space and develop a
simulation for physical test.
4. Create a physical testing platform that allows for physical testing of a similar sample.
5. Perform a digital image correlation analysis on physical test results to gather
mechanical test data to validate findings from FEA.
6. Demonstrate workflow’s ability to answer design questions.
To illustrate the efforts to meet the above objectives, a case study is presented in the next Section.
The widely practiced bond wire pull test, as detailed in MIL STD 883 Method 2011 and other
professional society equivalents, was chosen for the development of a non-destructive testing
alternative on a real CPU device. Overviews of the existing workflow and proposed new
alternative are given in Figures 2-1 and 2-2, respectively. Much of the work presented in this
Chapter was published in the journal, Microelectronics Reliability [24].
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Figure 2-1: Overview of current workflow for destructive mechanical QA test on microcircuit – Disadvantages are highlighted in red for steps.
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Figure 2-2: Overview of proposed new alternative workflow for mechanical QA test on
micro-circuit – Distinct advantages are highlighted in green and disadvantages are
highlighted in red for steps.
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2.2 Case Study: Packaged CPU Bond Wire Pull Test
The integrated circuit that was selected for this study is pictured in Figure 2-3. It is a QFP,
single-die architecture part from Retail Alliance Limited (RAL) manufactured in Hong Kong
(Part No.:A-4.0000-15). It is also shown in Section 2.2.4 through an SEM-EDS analysis, that the
bond wires were Au and 30 µm in diameter. Also, the molding compound was determined to be
a Si-based plastic and the lead frame, Sn-based. This model was selected randomly in hopes that
this methodology would be indiscriminating.

Figure 2-3: Vertically stitched composite image of IC taken with Keyence VHX-1000 Digital
Microscope (Itasca, IL).

2.2.1. 3-D X-ray Tomography for High-Resolution Geometric Data Acquisition
The circuit’s tomography data was acquired with a Zeiss 510 Versa (Pleasanton, CA). It
has a maximum resolution of roughly 700 nm and a maximum energy of 160 kV. The tomography
parameters are listed in Table 2-1. Certain steps were taken to optimize the tomography that are
outlined in other publications [25, 10]. The primary goal was to attain the highest level of
10

resolution without compromising the field of view, an acceptable signal to noise ratio, or scan
time. The field of view is presented in Figure 2-4.
Table 2-1: 3D X-ray tomography parameters
Pixel Length (µm)

3.74

Field of View (µm x µm)

3825 x 3825

Objective

0.4x

Energy (kV)/Power (W)

150/10

Time of Tomography (hours)

3.5

Number of Projections

1600

Rotated Angle (°)

180

Figure 2-4: 3-D field of view from tomography -- Analyzed bond wire highlighted in red.
The coupled nature of pixel size and field of view is a physical limitation of the detector
but can still be addressed. Many micro-CT systems possess the ability to stitch projections
vertically and some even laterally, similar to a wide-field optical objective. Introducing this
powerful imaging tool allows an industrial investigator to produce a 3-D volume at high resolution
for any region of interest. But ultimately, the selection of field of view/pixel size will be limited
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by the wire length and diameter. It cannot be too small such that at least one wire cannot be
imaged nor too large that the features are sub-resolution. In this example, the field of view/pixel
size was selected in an effort to maximize the number of wires scanned and maintain a
conservative scan time, all while providing the resolution necessary to render the 30µm wires (i.e.
pixel size ~1/10 diameter). As a result, the resolution is not prohibitively high and the number of
probed wires allows the investigator to test a range of different interconnects.

2.2.2 Image Segmentation
The reconstruction and image segmentation were carried out on a powerful workstation.
It possesses 32 cores with a total of 32 GB of RAM running with two 2.40 GHz processors. The
GPU packs a 144 GB/s memory bandwidth. The image segmentation was performed in
Thermofisher Scientific Avizo Fire 8.1 (Hillsboro, OR). Greyscale thresholding was utilized to
segregate voxel values unique to the bond wires. The small lead-frame stitch bond was segmented
manually with a pixel paintbrush tool. The voxels were isotopic and cubic with dimensions of the
pixel size before conservative smoothing was applied. The smoothing algorithm calls upon a
Gaussian filter which is liable to alter the segmented volumes slightly. The filter assigns
probabilities to voxels, with higher probabilities going to interior voxels in a region. Voxels with
lower probabilities are targeted for smoothing [26]. The segmented volume before and after
smoothing are presented in Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5: Segmented volume prior to Gaussian smoothing filter (left) and after smoothing
(right)
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2.2.3. Reverse Engineering and Simulation Preparation
The reverse engineering was carried out in ANSYS SpaceClaim 17.1 (Canonsburg, PA) and
the simulation was performed with COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2 (Burlington, MA), though the
procedure can be carried out on any reverse engineering CAD and multiphysics FEA software
package. The reverse engineering and finite element simulation were run on a workstation of 8
cores with a total of 16 GB of RAM run on one 3.40 GHz processor. The GPU has a memory
bandwidth of 86.4 GB/s.
The smoothed surface was imported to the reverse engineering software as an .stl file.
Planes were defined at roughly 200µm down the length of the wires as shown in Figure 2-6.

Figure 2-6: Planes defined roughly every 200µm for geometric lofting.
Between each plane, a lofted “skin surface” command was given. It was determined that 25
samples per 200µm would be used to fit the majority of the wire. Figure 2-7 displays the mesh
geometry with its sampled surface. This process was retired close to boundary conditions (i.e. die
and lead bonds). At these locations, manual surface fitting with higher sampling was used.
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Figure 2-7: Portion of mesh geometry subjected to a surface sampling of 25 samples per
200µm.
One of the issues often encountered during this process involves disjointed surfaces as
shown in Figure 2-8. This was found to be caused by the oversampling of a region. In these cases,
the sampling was reduced incrementally until the region could be resolved with a single,
continuous surface. This correction greatly reduces the time spent repairing the model for FEA
import.

Figure 2-8: Examples of discontinuous surface sections (highlighted in red)
The two ends of the bond wire will ultimately be subjected to boundary conditions and so, manual
surface fitting was used to create the boundary condition domains as seen in Figures 2-9 and 210.
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Figure 2-9: Instance of necessary explicit surface fit for lead frame connection

Figure 2-10: Manual surface fit for die connection
Throughout the entire reverse engineering process, it is paramount that the surface
sections be connected to produce one continuous geometry. The overall goal of reverse
engineering the geometry is to reduce the file size and to easily produce a simulation-ready model.
Different reverse engineering CAD software packages feature suites of repair tools to ensure that
the reverse engineered geometry is one continuous solid. It was useful to execute these repair
commands as often as possible or whenever two separate sections of the bond wire were fit with
surfaces. It should not be assumed that a reverse engineering CAD software automatically repairs
geometries. For this methodology, the “stitch repair” tool was used almost exclusively. This tool
matches close edges by minimizing the error between them. Figure 2-11 presents one example of
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two fitted surfaces that are not aligned or connected. Care should be taken in checking each
surface and its connection to the rest of the volume.

Figure 2-11: Misaligned surfaces to be corrected.
The original mesh geometry had a file size of 25 MB while this is only 6 MB. This
pronounced saving of file space manifests itself in the total time to perform the simulations
(appearing later). File reduction of this magnitude not only makes the simulation feasible on more
common and inexpensive commercial workstations but also saves time, which is an important
metric in any industrial operations setting. The degree of geometric simplification is shown in
Figures 2-12 and 2-13 with a distance color map. Here the areas that deviate 2.5% and 5% of the
bond wire’s nominal diameter from the scanned geometry are shown in green (i.e. 0.75 µm and
1.5 µm). Areas that violate that threshold are displayed in red. It is necessary to export the file
into an appropriate format for finite element analysis importation (.stp, .step, .igs, .iges, or even
some proprietary formats).
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Figure 2-12: Reverse engineered surface mapped with deviation from original mesh
geometry. Green shows that reverse engineered surface is within tolerance (Tolerance set
to 2.5% of 30µm nominal diameter).

Figure 2-13: Reverse engineered surface mapped with deviation from original mesh
geometry. Green shows that reverse engineered surface is within tolerance (Tolerance set
to 5% of 30µm nominal diameter).

2.2.4. Conventional Physical Testing
Before performing the bond wire pull tests, the goal was to remove enough packaging so both
the lead and die bonds would be exposed and available for testing. This test provides the
investigator with substantial information about flaws in the design because two bonds are tested
at once and all of the wire’s geometry is taken into account. That being said, it is also much harder
to perform than leaving one side covered and just testing that bond. Removing significant portions
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of packaging presents the possibility of over-etching, in which too much package molding
compound is removed and the stability from the integrated circuit’s architecture disintegrates.
Leads are more likely to shift from their intended positions and bonds are more likely to erode
away as highlighted in Figures 2-14 and 2-15. The package removal operator has limited control
over the material removal at this scale with sulfuric and nitric acid etching and laser ablation has
been proven effective for only initial coarse material removal. So, one can easily exceed the
threshold for structural integrity. It was figured from the disastrous results seen in Figures 2-12
and 2-13 that the mixture and exposure time of sulfuric and nitric acid needed to be tuned and
tweaked. But with only two intact chips of interest remaining, the investigator decided to forego
the trial and error of recipe building and solder the leads to a substrate so that they did not move
when the packaging was removed. But this added time to the testing process, made post-failure
CT scans very difficult, and did not address the possibility of damage to the die or the bond wire’s
bonds. Perfecting this process requires practice with a specific type of packaging material. It is
evident that the reliance on experience and existing recipes is risky if precise and reliable testing
are desired for a variety of different integrated circuit types that may be in limited supply.

500µm
Figure 2-14: X-ray image of IC after significant package removal. Lead frame was not
soldered to plate.
18

1000µm
Figure 2-15: X-ray image of top side of IC with preserved lead positions. Yet, lead bonds
are disconnected on many of the leads (left). Zoomed digital microscope image of one such
lead bond (right).
On a sample from the same batch, the package molding compound was removed by one of
the lab’s pulsed lasers. With the internal components of the part exposed, the materials of the
bond wires could be properly identified. The de-capped chip was placed in a dual electron and
gallium ion focused beam system, a Thermofisher Scientific Helios G3 DualBeam (Hillsboro,
OR). A 30kV gallium ion beam was used to mill a cross-section of a bond wire. Then, a 5kV
electron beam scanned the wire and sectioned face to produce the images seen in Figure 2-16.
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was employed to identify the constituent material species.
The EDS detector, an EDAX Octane Plus SDD (Mahwah, NJ), integrated the number of incoming
X-rays generated under a 15kV electron beam within the red boxed area in Figure 2-16 for about
20 seconds. The resulting spectrum in Figure 2-17 shows the characteristic X-ray peaks from the
various spectra measured from the various materials in the field of view of the red box. Here, the
two clearly present material signals were 99.3% Au and 0.7% Si. The miniscule presence of Si
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was attributed to residual package molding compound on the bond wire. The only remaining task
was to ensure that the entire bond wire was gold and not just gold-coated. The probing depth of
the 15kV electron beam for x-ray detection was conservatively estimated to be at least 1µm deep.
After examining the cross-section under secondary electron detection in Figure 2-14, it can be
said that there is uniformity in contrast and grain structure across the entire sectioned face. So,
the signal we captured for outer 1µm of the wire was considered valid for the entire bond wire.

Figure 2-16: Secondary electron SEM images of bond wire – Selected area for EDS analysis
(left) and Ga ion FIB milled cross-section of bond wire (right)

Figure 2-17: EDS signal of marked region in Figure 14 for 15kV beam (Composition was
99.3% Au with trace amounts of package Si)
20

The workflow of the finite element analysis will vary between software packages. The
necessary procedure includes geometry importation, material designation, meshing, creation of
boundary/load conditions, and study/solver set-up. Though the details in the following pages were
taken from a COMSOL analysis, the important notes are not unique to that package and should
be addressed in whatever software is chosen. The geometry was exported as an .stp file and
imported to a new geometry node as shown in Figure 2-18. At this point, any flaws in the reverse
engineered model will be brought to light. The finite element software will attempt to render the
geometry while preserving the CAD file’s kernel. If any errors appear, the reverse engineered
model should be tweaked in its software at the problematic points until the geometry can be
imported with no errors or warnings. It is important to check that the dimensions were preserved
during the importation, default settings might read dimensions in terms of millimeters when
micrometers are desired. If incorrect, the dimensions should be scaled to compensate. The
geometry’s material properties can be defined by some user-defined parameters or by the
package’s pre-loaded materials database. The bond wires in the probed circuit were found to be
Au, so the software package’s built-in material set for Au was used and adjusted to closely match
previously reported properties for ultra-thin gold bond from [27] as displayed in Table 2-2.
Additionally, the CAD’s surface edges in Figure 2-18 can be ignored so as not to create irregular
meshing. Figure 2-19 presents the bond wire after removing all partitions except those
surrounding the boundary condition and load application locations.
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Figure 2-18: Imported reverse engineered bond wire (Note: All surfaces are rendered
neatly).

Figure 2-19: After operations to remove imposed edges not enclosing boundary conditions
or serving as points of load application.
Table 2-2: Related mechanical properties of gold [27]
Ultimate Tensile Strength

305 MPa

Modulus of Elasticity

91 GPa
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2.2.5 Finite Element Modeling Strategy
Before applying the boundary and load conditions to retrieve load response data, an
important distinction between the physical and virtual mechanical tests must be made. During the
physical mechanical test, the pre-deformed geometry is subjected to an upwards force and
deforms until it fails. One might expect that a virtual model can be loaded the same way and fail
in a similar fashion, but that is not the case. The pre-deformed geometry of the wire as it sits in
the packaging and as it was retrieved during the imaging stage, naturally has slack. Upon loading,
the wire begins to lose its slack, elastically deform, plastically deform, and then rupture. There is
a large degree of motion and deformation in the bond wire prior to failure. It was seen in footage1
of a commercially performed bond wire pull-test that the wire forms a distinct “V” shape near the
point of failure. But from load response information gathered during the pull tests of wires with
a Dage 4000 Optima Bond Tester (Concord, CA), it is known that the bond wire supplies a
reaction force almost immediately at the point of contact with the pulling probe. This is
demonstrated in Figure 2-20. The reaction force is not particularly large at first but could be
characterized as distinctly in excess of the reaction force associated with the bond wire’s weight.
It slowly grows and then spikes as the wire is very taut, disallowing the hook probe to move
upward freely, until rupture failure.

1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3xTzYW9Vj4&feature=youtu.be
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Load vs. Normalized Hook Travel
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Figure 2-20: Bond wire pull results from destructive tests taken with Dage Optima 4000
From this, it was understood that in order to model up to a point of significant deformation, load
response data from the first moments of loading were consequential and necessary to model.
Incongruous with the above assumptions, FEA packages assume that there is very little
deformation during a static loading scenario. In the case of the Au bond wire, under any load, the
material will begin to behave linear elastically with very small deformation. The software does
not automatically account for large deformations that result from dynamics or plasticity. The
remedy for this issue is somewhat specific to the FEA package being used but requires the
consideration of large-scale geometric changes, a distinction between the material and spatial
frames and the inclusion of non-linear strain terms in calculating Green-Lagrange strain. In
COMSOL, this translated simply to the activation of the geometric non-linearity option and some
tweaking of the non-linear solver type to achieve solution convergence [28]. The effect of
plasticity was investigated after developing a linear elastic model and comparing it to
experimental results.
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2.2.6 Modeling Transition from Slack to Taut for Linear Elastic Model
To model the loading on the bond wire, a simplistic linear elastic wire with a prescribed
displacement condition was created for the location where the probe interacts with the bond wire.
When considering the loading, an important question develops: Exactly how much does the wire
get pulled before reaching the consequential “V” shape just prior to failure? From solid
mechanics, it is understood that a continuity condition throughout the wire must be preserved. By
defining some geometric parameters on the native geometry, shown in Figure 2-21, it is possible
to develop a system of non-linear equations to solve for the geometric parameters when the wire
is taut. In Figure 2-21, the length of the wire (L), spacing between the two boundary conditions
(D), point of force application from one boundary condition (d1), and initial loop height (H) are
all defined on the undeformed geometry.

Figure 2-21: Pre-deformed geometry of bond wire. Note that L is measured along the length
of the wire between the points of line D. H is the pre-deformed height of the wire and d1 is
the length from H to the end point of D on the line, D. That end point can be taken as the
instance of drastic diameter change in the geometry, representing the transition from bond
wire to bond.
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Compared to the deformed geometry shown in Figure 2-22, additional parameters are introduced.
Here, the wire of length (L) is discretized into two taut sections (a) and (b). The distance from the
point of load application to the second boundary condition (d2) and the change in wire height as
a result of reaching the “V” shape (h) are also called out.

Figure 2-22: Deformed geometry of bond wire after pre-load deformation [29]. The sections
of the wire (a and b) and deformed height change (h) are found through the system of nonlinear equations given below.
The system of non-linear equations is shown in Equations (1a-1c). These can be solved
numerically with a computer software. Appendix A includes the MathWorks MATLAB code used
to find these parameters. In the supplied code, only the bond wire length (L) and three points (x1,
x2, and x3) corresponding to fixed boundary conditions and load application locations are needed.
Given: x1, x2, x3, and L

Solve: 𝑎 = √𝑑12 + (𝐻 + ℎ)2
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(1a)

𝑏 = √𝑑22 + (𝐻 + ℎ)2

(1b)

𝐿 = 𝑎+ 𝑏

(1c)

A schematic depicting the relationship among these parameters is given in Figure 2-21 for the
pre-deformed geometry and Figure 2-22 for the deformed geometry. The inputs and outputs for
the calculation are presented in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3: Deformation information for simulation
From Micro-CT and Measurements

(µm)

Wire Length (L)

2479

Distance Between Bonds (d1 and d2)

2234

Initial Loop Height (H)

288

Distance from Die Bond of Load

600

Application (d1)
From System of Equations

(µm)

Section of Wire from Die Bond to Load

774

Application (a)
Section of Wire from Lead Bond to Load

1705

Application (b)
Deformed Height (h)

200

2.2.7 Sensitivity Analysis of Measurements on Model Initial Conditions
Since the geometric measurements are ultimately used to find values that serve as inputs
to the computational model, it is important to determine the sensitivity of these values. To
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determine the sensitivity, a weighted value analysis was performed for each of the measured
inputs to determine its respective impact on the calculated pre-load height (h). Each of these
measured values were weighted to deviate from their values by a range of ±10% before being
input to the non-linear equation solver. Figure 2-23 displays the results from this analysis. All
model inputs appear to have a nearly linear relationship within ±4% of the measured value. The
greatest sensitivity was observed for the wire length measurement wherein a measurement
difference of 1% correlated to a change in pre-load height (h) of about 1% of the bond wire’s
length (L). Results of this analysis instill the importance of high-resolution data acquisition and
accurate measurements. Efforts in achieving the most accurate measurements is greatly assisted
with high-resolution acquisition of the bond wire’s geometric information. In this analysis, the
bond wire’s characteristic length was measured as 2479µm. Having used a voxel size of 3µm
during image acquisition ensured that the bond wire’s geometry would be adequately captured
for later measurements (i.e. 1% deviation required 8 voxels of mismeasurement).
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Figure 2-23: Sensitivity analysis with linear region (red box)

2.2.8 Mesh Refinement Study
Common practice to all finite element analysis modeling is the process of analyzing the
mesh in terms of size and quality. This is done to determine the approximate level of fidelity for
a given model. The goal is to select a meshing scheme that captures the physics of the model
adequately without compromising computational cost.
For all studies, a tetragonal mesh was used because the irregular, non-polygonal surfaces
of the geometry were not easily rendered with rectangular elements. All elements were kept to
second-order to capture bending and torsional deformation in addition to normal and shear
deformation afforded with lower-order elements.
The mesh size should be dictated by the relative size of features and the physics modules
that are applied in the analysis. Opting to start with a fine mesh can significantly extend any
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troubleshooting tasks, so it is advisable to start coarse and move towards refinement. Five sets of
meshes were applied to the geometry for the refinement study. Their element-based information
is given in Table 2-4. The meshing for the “Coarse” scheme is presented in Figure 2-24. All
elements were quadratic serendipity-type which is the default for static mechanical modeling in
COMSOL. A copy of the final simulation was performed with quadratic Lagrangian elements but
no changes were noted in the results. A similar study was conducted on the linear elastoplastic
model with similar results.
Table 2-4: Mesh refinement information
Meshing

Minimum Element

Maximum

Average Element

Total # of

Scheme

Size Limit (µm)

Element Size

Quality

Elements

Limit (µm)

(Skewness)

Very Coarse

40.2

223

0.574

1792

Coarse

22.3

179

0.651

4475

Base

8.94

123

0.665

26796

Finer

3.35

78.2

0.672

225768

Finest

0.45

44.7

0.658

1168029

Figure 2-24: Model rendered with coarse free tetrahedral mesh.
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The results from a mesh refinement study with the schemes presented in Table 2-4 are
presented in Figure 2-25. The average principal strain in an area exhibiting the maximum
principal strain was plotted against the number of mesh elements in Figure 2-25a and against the
computation time in Figure 2-25b. After refining the mesh to the “Finer” scheme, the average
strain value converges asymptotically to a value within 1% strain of the next meshing scheme but
with immense computational expense. From this study, the “Finer” meshing scheme was
considered as the ideal meshing for this model.
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a

Mesh Refinement Convergence - Mesh Elements vs. Averaged
Principal Strain in Area with Maximum Principal Strain for
Linear Elastic Model
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Figure 2-25: (a) Mesh refinement study against number of elements – (b) Mesh refinement
study against computational time for linear elastic model
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2.2.9 Linear Elastic Finite Element Simulation Results
The results of the linear elastic finite element simulation are presented in this Section.
The change in bond wire shape from undeformed to the characteristic “V” shape is displayed in
Figure 2-26.

Figure 2-26: Bond wire geometries before and after loading applied with total displacement
map applied to both geometries.
The principal strain results are presented in Figures 2-27 and 2-28. The location of
particular interest was Figure 2-28a because it contained the location of maximum principal strain.
Based on this information, this location was considered the site where failure would first begin.
Additionally, because it is such a critical location, this area needed to be the focus of any physical
verification which is covered in the next few Sections.
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Figure 2-27: Full view of maximum principal strain results for FE-simulation results for
bond wire pull-test

b

a

c

Figure 2-28: (a-c) Zoomed view of locations of maximum principal strain results for FEsimulation results for bond wire pull-test
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2.2.10 Elastoplastic Finite Element Modeling
It was known that the assumption of linear elastic behavior on the bond wire would be a
simplification of a more complex material response. Despite the simplification, the model was
considered valuable in the process of developing a more complex FE-model and, as will be shown
in Section 2.3.4, shown to exhibit principal strain values that were not far removed from what
was observed in physical destructive tests with a much lower computational expense than the
elastoplastic model.
The realistic response of the bond wire involves a significant amount of plastic
deformation. To incorporate this into the FE-model adds a level of realism to the simulation with
an increase in computational expense. Figure 2-29 displays the effective pathways for modeling
the real plastic response of the Au bond wire.

Experimental
Plastic

Stress

Linear
Elastoplastic
Linear Elastic

Strain
Figure 2-29: Linear elastic (green solid) and elastoplastic (orange dotted) modeling schemes
A linear plastic model was chosen because of the near-linear plastic behavior of Au and other
common bond wiring materials. The additional material information necessary for this analysis
include the yield strength and isotropic tangent modulus (approximated over linear region). A
yield function must also be selected so the finite element software can determine the elastic to
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plastic transition. These values were extracted from [27] and [30]. More sophisticated and specific
details related to plasticity were not included in this model though could be explored for specific
applications.

2.3 Verification of Model with Physical Experimentation
Digital image correlation (DIC) is a well-established experimental technique used to
digitally calculate and visualize deformation in a sample under test. In summary, a sample is
endowed with a pattern of observable features. The sample is placed under load and a series of
images are taken at different intervals throughout the loading. Features are spatially and
temporally correlated with themselves at the different intervals. If there is correspondence among
the features, both rigid-body motion and deformable mechanics are observable [31]. Typically,
the technique is carried out by painting a speckled pattern onto a sample surface. Then, the sample
is loaded in a mechanical tester, while simultaneously being imaged by a vision system, such as
a camera or light microscope. The images are correlated and results are calculated.
DIC was determined to be a key validation tool for the FE-model. Experimentally
determined displacement and strain fields from this technique, coupled with the failure load
information from tests run with a commercial, desktop wire tester would provide the results found
with simulation with context and validation.
After searching the market, a gap was noted in the availability of a complete DIC system
capable of gathering data for the proposed analysis on the bond wires demanded that a new
apparatus be developed. The design of the apparatus was centered around the requirements for
performing DIC on bond wires. The size of the bond wires, the expected scale of deformation and
resolution of the finite element model required a novel apparatus that leveraged fine and precise
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actuation, an appropriate range of force application and measurement, and coupling with a
vision/imaging capable of adequately resolving deformation on the spatial and temporal scales.
The design of the apparatus has since been advanced, formatted for a wide range of in-situ
mechanical testing, and is under a “Patent Pending” status (Application Number 16/569,384) [32].

2.3.1 2D DIC for Validation of 3D FEA
DIC is conventionally a two-dimensional analysis technique since images are
conventionally two-dimensional. Digital volume correlation (DVC) is a three-dimensional
extension of 2D DIC. Based on the 3D FEA results and the below conclusions, a 2D DIC analysis
on a specific region was considered valuable and acceptable for validation of the 3D FEA results.
1. One specific location exhibited the largest principal strain value throughout the non-linear
response of the wire. To illustrate that this principal strain was the largest throughout, a
series of static simulations was conducted for a range of prescribed displacements (i.e. 0
to 200µm for this bond wire) with a step size of 5µm in the linear elastic model. A line
probe (explicitly shown in Section 2.3.4) was established through the region of this largest
principal strain and plotted for the range of steps. Figure 2-30 and 2-31 display the
evolution of the principal strains for the different prescribed displacements. Notably, the
1st principal strain (ep1) is always the largest in magnitude. Since this is a ductile material,
the greatest of the strains is of importance, regardless of sign. The same was checked for
the linear elastoplastic model.
2. The largest principal strain from 3D FEA had components that favored two orthogonal
directions, with a third directional component close to zero. Figure 2-32 displays the
directional components in modeling space for the largest principal strain. Notably, the 1st
principal strain had significant contribution from the Y-component in modeling space and
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second-most contribution from the X-component, and the least from the Z-component.
This meant that if the 2D DIC could be performed with the two larger directional
components in the analysis, the effect of excluding the third dimension could be
minimized. In this case, the 2D DIC image coordinates would need to align with the X-Y
coordinates in modeling space while capturing the region of largest principal strain. The
greatest error in maximum principal strain measurement at certain points, introduced by
this exclusion, was calculated to be between 0.5% to 0.9% for the linear elastic and
elastoplastic models.
3. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the lack of technical resources capable of performing 2D or
3D image correlation demanded that an apparatus be made and integrated with a wellestablished imaging technique. Both the apparatus and imaging were primed for achieving
acceptable step sizes and with sufficient resolution and contrast for downstream analysis.
The most widely accessible and powerful imaging technique to resolve detail on the scale
of deformation in the bond wire (i.e. 10’s to 100’s of nm) with strong surface level
contrast, is traditional SE-SEM imaging. Also, SEM vacuum chambers are large and serve
as a rich platform for in-situ apparatus development. 3D imaging techniques within SEM,
such as stereophotogrammetry, or within XRM, such as X-ray tomography, present
unique, fundamental obstacles in gathering useful data which far outweigh the prospect
of gathering a third dimension for analysis.
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Figure 2-30: Principal strain magnitudes collected from series of static simulations over
prescribed displacements ranging from 0 to 200µm (200µm served as the actual model
input) in linear elastic model.

Figure 2-31: Principal strain values collected from series of static simulations over
prescribed displacements ranging from 0 to 200µm (200µm served as the actual model
input) in linear elastic model.
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Figure 2-32: Directional components within modeling space of maximum principal strain
over a line probe through region of maximum principal strain of bond wire in linear elastic
model.

2.3.2 In-Situ Mechanical Testing
The dynamic, in-situ mechanical tester is an apparatus that allows investigators to perform
quantitative mechanical testing within and while collecting data from a scanning beam
microscope. The assembly in its atmospheric testing configuration is presented in Figure 2-33
with individual component callouts. The device as it appears installed to a scanning beam
microscope chamber is shown in Figure 2-34. Upon deployment in a vacuum environment within
a scanning beam microscope, the tilt-able stage is utilized as seen in Figure 2-35. The apparatus
possesses the distinct novel feature of being coupled to the device under test through force
measurement on the sample-end. This key feature allows for a large degree of modularity,
customization, and versatility all while driving down manufacturing costs. It can be configured
to perform various mechanical loading experiments with direct force feedback from the sample
in-situ of and concurrently with observation of the loading process. The physical prototype was
constructed in the UConn IMS Machine Shop by Matt Beebe. The force data is captured with a
load cell and processed through a LabView algorithm shown in Figure 2-36. Algorithm
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development was done in collaboration with National Instruments and fellow lab student, Alicia
Cascella. By utilizing this apparatus, information collected by the microscope from meso- to
micro- and nano-meter scales can be accessed and linked to force measurement data in real time,
while performing mechanical and/or mechanical-electrical tests. Examples of information
collected by a microscope could include but are not limited to: crystallographic information,
elemental composition information, surface and sub-surface electrical potential information,
electrical current flow information, polarization information, charge and charge distribution
information, magnetic domain information, and high-resolution topographical information.

Figure 2-33: Fully assembled apparatus with callout (top) – Bottom view of apparatus
(bottom left) – Articulated clamping mount (bottom right).
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The callout information is given as
1. Kleindiek MM3A-EM Micro-Manipulator (Pleasanton, CA) – Performs the pulling
activity. It has three independent channels for polar movement of the hooked probe tip.
The maximum pull load is rated for 1N.
2. Phidgets Wheatstone Bridge Sensor (Calgary, AB, Canada) –Captures the signal from
the load cell and sends it from a micro-USB port to a computer. It has a data capture rate
of up to 125 samples per second.
3. Phidgets 100g Load Cell –Captures the force measurements after being affixed to a
vertically mounted L-bracket when used outside of a scanning beam microscope. When
testing in-situ of a scanning beam microscope, the load cell is affixed to a tilted sample
stage.
4. Sample –A Retail Alliance Limited QFP, sigle die part (Part No: A-4.0000-15) with 30µm
Au bond wires.
5. Tilted Sample Stage – An alternative mounting for the load cell and sample during insitu testing.
6. Base Mount – An aluminum base with a dovetail joint underneath for mounting within
SEM.
7. Micro-Manipulator Mount – An aluminum plate with milled slots for micromanipulator(s). The length of the milled slots allow for the micro-manipulator to slide and
be secured at different distances from the load cell to accommodate different sample sizes,
wire locations, and pull angles.
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Figure 2-34: In-situ apparatus mounted within Zeiss Crossbeam 340 chamber illustrating
relative size and compactness
The apparatus touts a compact footprint with extensive modularity. The continuous
spectrum of sample and manipulator positions provides a wide performance envelope of sample
sizes and probe attack angles. Changes to manipulator, manipulator probe tip or sample-end load
cell are straightforward and inexpensive making this apparatus amenable to a wide array of
applications that require varying probe force ranges, sample sizes, and loading directions. The
modular and compact tester operates with any commercial nano-manipulator while providing
adjustable sample mounting and direct electronic force measurement.
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Chamber

SEM

GFIB

DUT
Apparatus
Figure 2-35: In-chamber image of apparatus with device under test (DUT) in vacuum
environment prepped for bond wire pull test.

Figure 2-36: LabVIEW routine that takes the voltage change measurements of the
Wheatstone Bridge sensor and outputs a force vs. time graph.
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Fiducial marks to be used in the image correlation of the DIC analysis were applied by milling
features of roughly 1µm depth with the GFIB as displayed in Figure 2-37. Features were patterned
at different points down the length of the bond wire near the ball bond.

Figure 2-37: FIB images of Au bond wire before (left) and after (right) FIB fiducial
patterning
In total, 27 loading and imaging steps were captured in the form of video frames. During
these steps, the bond wire transitioned from its native position with slack, to a taut position, to a
period of elastic deformation, to a period of plastic deformation, to eventual ductile failure. The
arching transition is shown in Figure 2-38 as a transition from (a) to (d). The fiducial marks are
visible throughout the imaging which served its purpose later in the DIC analysis, during the
correlation among images.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 2-38: Chronological SEM images taken throughout in-situ bond wire pull test near
ball bond– (a) Undeformed bond wire with multiple fiducial marks for DIC tracking, (b)
and (c) rigid-body and deformable motion of bond wire under test, and (d) major plastic
deformation and necking at failure site of bond wire.

2.3.3 Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
The steps taken to move from the acquired data with the in-situ apparatus to extracting
results from the DIC analysis is presented generally in Figure 2-39. Images from each step are
presented thereafter. Algorithm development was done in collaboration with ThermoFisher
Scientific.
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Figure 2-39: Generic workflow from data acquisition to digital image correlation to FEA
validation
Extracting these images from the video was done in a basic video editing software. The
images were imported to Avizo as shown as Figure 2-40. Despite the good signal to noise ratio
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of these images, much image processing was performed prior to the DIC analysis. First, the image
was cropped to exclude the data zone bar at the bottom as well as some area to the left and right
of the wire as displayed in Figure 2-41.

Figure 2-40: SEM image directly imported to Avizo workspace
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Figure 2-41: Image after data zone and sides have been cropped
The image was converted to a greyscale image since it was originally an RGBA image type
(evident by the green crosshairs at image center). Having the data in the image converted to just
one channel is necessary for processing within the DVC algorithm. The greyscale converted
image is shown in Figure 2-42.
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Figure 2-42: Image after being converted from RGBA to 1-channel greyscale
It was advised in the software to utilize a conservative pixel smoothing filter to mitigate
pixel-level noise. By doing this, correlation between images is more predictable and accurate. A
non-local means filter, described in [33] was utilized with GPU-enabled computation. In
summary, global-level (i.e. non-local) image information is utilized to average out noisy data. It
is in this form that the GFIB-generated fiducial markers and natural greyscale variations from
contrast mechanisms in SE-SEM images become important for correlation during DIC. The
smoothed image is shown in Figure 2-43.
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Figure 2-43: Image after non-local means filtering
The next step involved segmenting out the geometry of the bond wire from the
background, since the analysis only pertains to the bond wire geometry. Image segmentation was
performed with Avizo’s suite of segmentation tools as shown in Figure 2-44. The pixels belonging
to the bond wire geometry are shown with a purple hatching after the segmentation.
Mathematically, all pixels describing the bond wire geometry were assigned a value of 1 while
the background pixels were assigned a value of 0, resulting in a binary image shown in Figure 245. From here, an arithmetic operation known as “masking” was conducted. The pixels
represented by a value of 0 from the image from Figure 2-45 were subtracted from the image in
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Figure 2-43 to produce the image in Figure 2-46, which is the geometry of interest from the
experiment.

Figure 2-44: Pixels belonging to bond wire geometry have been selected and shown with
purple hatching.
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Figure 2-45: Binary image of bond wire geometry after assigning segmented pixels value
of 1 and all other pixels a value of 0.

Figure 2-46: Input image for DIC after “masking image in Figure 2-42 with image in
Figure 2-44.
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The image related to this loading step is in its final form in Figure 2-46. It, along with a similarly
processed image from the proceeding or preceding loading step became inputs to the digital
volume correlation module within Avizo. The digital volume correlation (DVC) module has two
approaches, local subset-based and global FE-based schemes. The FE-based approach demands
3D data sets and was deemed unsuitable for the 2D data set. The local subset-based approach,
however, can be used for 2-D data sets because the deformation gradient tensor decomposition
result is comprised of measurements that are independent of each other. This means that a ‘0’ or
NULL value in Z-direction will not change the results in the X- and Y-directions [34]. Within the
subset-based approach, the reference and deformed images are sub-divided into a mesh of
elements that are individually correlated [35, 36]. One of the shortcomings of the subset-based
approach is the lack of field continuity at the boundaries of the subsets as a result of individual
element correlation and computation. This is shown in Figure 2-47.

Figure 2-47: Schematic of local sub-set based DIC approach [36] [37].
One way to minimize this shortcoming is to refine the subset mesh size. Additionally, selecting a
mesh displacement search range similar to the expected changes from one image to the next
ensures the registration algorithm has sufficient working space for each element to find itself in
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the next image. To measure the effectiveness of the DIC algorithm to track changes across images,
the correlation coefficients were evaluated. The correlation coefficient, in this context, is a
measure of the ability for the DIC algorithm to register one element in the reference to the same
element in the deformed image accounting for translation. One of the advantages of the local
subset-based approach is that neighboring elements have a limited effect on each other, so it is
possible to filter the strain results by their correlation coefficient value. Thereby, errant element
results from poor correlation can be truncated and there can be a measure of the confidence in
strain values within specific regions.
As mentioned in the generalized workflow in Figure 2-39, coarser meshes were used as
initial displacement guesses to assist convergence in finer meshing schemes. For each set of
images, three mesh sizes were used. Figure 2-48 displays the coarsest subset mesh and Figure 249 includes the DIC results, particularly the maximum principal strain. The same images for the
finer mesh sizes are given in Figures 2-50 to 2-53. Figure 2-54 presents the associated correlation
coefficient histograms for the three mesh sizes and Table 2-5 summarizes the metrics. Correlation
coefficients greater than 0.95 are considered very good. The selection of the finest meshing size
and displacement search range was done to ensure the element size was close to the voxel size in
X-ray CT while maintaining a mean correlation coefficient of at least 0.93 with a RMSE of 94%.
Pushing the mesh size beyond this point runs the risk of diminishing gains from increased
computational expense and the reduced accuracy from insufficient voxels per element. As
previously mentioned, the ability to filter the element strain results by individual correlation
coefficients was leveraged. Figure 2-55 presents a correlation coefficient map of one DIC step
and Figure 2-56 presents the cumulative principal strain results for the three DIC steps used in
the analysis after filtering out all elements less than a 90% correlation confidence from each step.
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Figure 2-48: Coarsest meshing for DIC – Each element is 23.1µm

Figure 2-49: Maximum principal strain results for coarsest meshing
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Figure 2-50: Fine meshing for DIC – Each element is 7.7µm

Figure 2-51: Fine meshing for DIC – Each element is 7.7µm
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Figure 2-52: Fine meshing for DIC – Each element is 3.4µm

Figure 2-53: Fine meshing for DIC – Each element is 3.4µm
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Figure 2-54: Correlation Coefficient Histograms for Different Mesh Sizes

Frequency

Frequency

Table 2-5: Collected correlation coefficient metrics for DIC meshing
Meshing

Element

Average

RMSE

Std. Dev

Size (µm)

Measured
Points

Coarse

23.1

0.96

0.96

0.04

8

Fine

7.7

0.97

0.97

0.03
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Finer

3.4

0.94

0.94

0.08

300

Figure 2-55: Correlation coefficient map from one step
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Figure 2-56: Filtered maximum principal strain map for one step
To double check the results provided from the DIC algorithm, the results were checked against
manual measurements of strain seen from the SEM images. Manual measurements were taken on
GFIB-generated fiducial marks and other recognizable features at the first and final steps to
calculate a first order approximation of the cumulative strain. Strains were measured in the
image-defined X- and Y-directions, which align with the horizontal and vertical axes of the image,
respectively. The measurements were calculated by taking a ratio of the difference between a
feature dimension in the deformed image and the same feature dimension in the original image.
Equations (2a-2b) describe the calculation where f(x,y) describes the reference configuration and
g(x,y) describes the deformed configuration. These orthogonal strain measures were used to
calculate the principal strains from Equation 3 at that location for comparison with the principal
strain outputs from the DIC algorithm. The manual measurements were taken at the points shown
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in Figure 2-57. The comparative principal strain map from the DIC analysis was shown in Figure
2-56. The results from the manual measurements and the DIC algorithm are shown in Table 2-6.
𝜀𝑥 =

̅𝑔̅(̅𝑥
)−̅𝑓̅(𝑥̅)
̅𝑓(̅ 𝑥̅ ̅)

̅𝑔̅(̅𝑦
)−̅𝑓̅(̅𝑦
)

𝜀𝑦 =

𝜀

1,2

=(

(2a)

(2b)

̅𝑓̅(̅𝑦
)

𝜀𝑥+𝜀𝑦

) ± √(

2

𝜀𝑥−𝜀𝑦 2

𝛾𝑥𝑦 2

) + ( 2)
2

Figure 2-57: Area locations denoted with red boxes for manual strain measurements –
Area 1 (left-most), Area 2 (center), and Area 3 (right-most)
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(3)

Table 2-6: Comparison of DIC and manual strain measurements
εx

εy

γxy

ε1 (max)

Manual
Area 1

-0.05

0.10

0

0.10

Area 2

-0.08

0.18

0.05

0.18

Area 3

0.05

0.22

0.05

0.23

Software (Local Subset-Based)
Area 1

0.11

Area 2

0.15

Area 3

0.25

The DIC measurements particularly for the maximum principal strain were qualitatively
close to the manually measured strain values. If the assumption is made that the manual
measurements are a ground truth, then the DIC measurements were within 9-10% error of the
manually calculated strains in Areas 1 and 3 and 20% in Area 2. This amounted to a disagreement
in strain measurement of 0.01 in Area 1, 0.03 in Area 2 and 0.02 in Area 3. The discrepancy was
considered to be from the error associated with the local subset-based algorithm expounded earlier
in this Section and from the chosen correlation confidence interval. The level of error between
the different measurement techniques was noted and should be considered when using any DIC
data.

2.3.4 Comparison with FEA
Having established a measure of principal strain by DIC, the profiles and values were
placed against the results from the FE-model. Qualitatively, the cumulative principal strain maps
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for DIC and FEA are presented in Figures 2-58 and 2-59a. Quantitatively, a line profile across
the cumulative maximum principal strain profile from DIC shown in Figure 2-58 was compared
to a line profile across the maximum principal strain profile from FEA shown in Figures 2-59b.
The strain profiles are plotted in Figure 2-60.

Figure 2-58: Line profile of principal strain on cumulative principal strain map from DIC
– Two pin-point dots along line mark the start and end of probe.
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Figure 2-59: (a) Line profile of principal strain on cumulative principal strain map from
FEA- (b) Line profile of principal strain from FEA – Both from linear elastic model
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FEA and DIC Principal Strain Profiles
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Figure 2-60: Principal strain measurements along line probes of DIC and FEA datasets
The principal strain measurements along the line probes in Figure 2-60 show some
discrepancies. Generally, the DIC results provide more extreme values of principal strain than the
FE-based values. Unlike the DIC measurements, the FE-solutions intrinsically attempt to satisfy
field continuity and with the element size sufficiently small, there is a continuous and smooth
profile that increases from a principal strain minimum near zero to the maximum. The DIC
measurements do not account for field continuity and were calculated discretely over elements
that were much coarser than in the FEA, hence the piecewise and stepped values. Additionally,
there is a dip in DIC’s measured principal strain around the 15000nm mark on the x-axis. This
drop in principal strain does not make sense considering the location of maximum principal strain
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exists in close proximity to that point and there is no drastic change in geometry that could support
a drop in strain. Nonetheless, the maximum and minimum values over this range appear at the
same points for both DIC and FEA and both profiles increase from the minimum to the maximum
over this range. These values which are taken over a one-dimensional line support the qualitative
conclusion that there is a minimum-maximum strain gradient over a similar range of the bond
wire’s geometry seen from the FEA results in Figures 2-27, 2-28, and 2-59. Furthermore, the
elastoplastic model shows good agreement particularly for the highest values of strain in the line
probe. The added accuracy of the elastoplastic model over the linear model can also be seen in
Figure 2-61. Here, a point probe was placed in the FE-models where the hook was applied in
experimental destructive tests. The bond wire’s displacement at the hook probe point shows good
agreement for the highly non-linear response to higher load values. This generally illustrates that
the bond wire’s behavior to the loading is well-captured throughout the loading in the elastoplastic
model and the end-point of the linear elastic model. The linear region of the experimental
destructive test from 0 to 50µm was attributed to the bond wire’s being depressed slightly, from
its initial loop height, into the cavity of the de-packaged chip prior to testing. The slope is strongly
linear in this region and very little mechanical reaction force is captured.
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Measured Load vs. Normalized Hook Displacement
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Figure 2-61: Mechanical response of bond wire from experiment (brown), linear
elastoplastic FE-model (grey), and linear elastic FE-model (blue) – Force is the measured
reaction force at the probe from the bond wire and hook displacement is the vertical
displacement along the loading path

2.3.5 Finite Element Model as a Design Tool
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the value of this virtual testing workflow can be extended to
the design of these components. Namely, for the bond wire pull test model, design questions
related to bond wire material selection could be directly answered. The common bond wire
materials are high purity Au and Cu. Au has been the standard bond wire material since the earliest
of commercial integrated circuits. But due to it’s exorbitant material cost ($1550/oz. as of early
2020) manufacturers have been relying more and more on Cu ($0.20/oz. as of early 2020). Beyond
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their differences in price, they have specific limitations on manufacturability and performance,
one of which being, mechanical performance. To illustrate the use of bond wire pull test model
to answer a design question, the material properties were changed to reflect a Cu bond wire.
Material properties were extracted from [30]. This force was compared to the force retrieved from
the Au bond wire simulation from Figure 2-60 and the acceptance criteria from MIL-STD-883.
Though MIL-STD-883 does not currently have published standards for Cu, it is not uncommon
for industry to conservatively apply the acceptance criteria for Au bond wires on Cu bond wire
testing [38]. Based on the simulation results, a Cu bond wire of the size and shape of the original
Au bond wire would not pass the bond wire pull test. Its critical load is beneath the acceptance
criteria, while the Au is safely above. Table 2-7 presents these values.
Table 2-7: Summary of design study on bond wire
Bond Wire

Calculated Failure

Factor of Safety (MIL-STD-883-Method

Material

Load

2011)

Au

5g

1.43

Cu

3g

0.86

With this information, a manufacturer can know that if they want to institute Cu instead
of Au for the same bond wire design, they will need to change the bond wire size to a larger
diameter and because the geometry is parametrically editable, determination of a suitable wire
size is possible. There are many considerations associated with making this change and the
information gathered from the mechanical simulation is likely to affect many downstream design
decisions. Additionally, if a lower factor of safety is desired on the Au bond wiring, the
manufacturer can modify the bond wire geometry and/or experiment with different purity-level
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Au material stock. This being both a time and physical resource savings from having to create
new prototypes for physical testing. Figure 2-62 presents some cost information on different size
Au bond wires [30].

Figure 2-62: Cost information for different sized Au bond wires [30]

2.4 Conclusions and Scientific Contributions
It was shown that the extraction of real, three-dimensional geometric information from
micro-X-ray tomography with the introduction of conservative reverse engineering and finite
element simulation could serve as a platform to perform the widely practiced QA testing for
integrated circuit bond wiring. By doing this, many of the shortcomings associated with the
destructive testing were mitigated. It serves as a major enhancement in accuracy compared to
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previous attempts at modeling bond wire geometries and improves upon recent proposals of using
scanned information. The inclusion of reverse engineering reduces the overall file size by about
a factor of four, cuts down on the amount of model preparation and repair within finite element
testing software, and leaves open the possibility of post-scan modifications for parametric studies.
The entire modeling and testing process was catalogued with many common obstacles identified
and addressed from a generalized perspective. Along with the reduction in computational expense
and stress on practical, procedural direction, the methodology is formatted to be approachable for
industrial investigators.
The simulation results were compared to the traditional, destructive tests with commercial
testers and experimental DIC analysis. The DIC analysis was conducted after creating a novel
testing apparatus capable of performing the testing in-situ of a scanning beam microscope. The
results from the simulation and the experimental physical tests were presented against each other
and any discrepancies were noted. The tool was immediately extended to answer a relevant design
question in regards to material selection for bond wire design with context on the associated
impact on cost and overall design.

2.4.1 Challenges and Limitations
Finite element tests can be a useful diagnostic tool for failure prediction. Though, their
results are based largely on geometric information. The degree of elemental mesh deformation
used in stress and deformation calculations calls upon the material’s elasticity and strain
characteristics. The results from the virtual tests are dependent on the validity of the material
properties being used. So, if the bond wire’s composition can’t be determined from x-ray
absorption contrast or if the corresponding material database information on that composition is
not available or correct, then this approach loses some accuracy. Additionally, this methodology
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does not include all possible modes of failure for a bond wire-pull test. The scan parameters were
tuned to retrieve data on bond wire geometries. It is very difficult to also extract meaningful
geometric data on the other components of the unit like the die and its connection with the bond
wire because they require different x-ray energies to be properly imaged. Dual-energy CT scans
are possible with certain micro-CT systems and serve as an appropriate platform to address this
problem.

2.4.2 Expansion to Other Research
If it can be said that this methodology holds against the physical mechanical tests, the
other advantages of simulation can be exploited. For example, other simulation environments can
be generated with all the work outlined up to Section 2.2.5 being kept the same. Figure 2-63
displays test results for a wire-pull test in a thermal environment of 150°C vs. a test conducted at
room temperature. This temperature is listed as an extreme for thermal cycling in Method 1011
of the MIL STD 883. There is an obvious difference in principal strain profile and in maximum
values. Though this simulation has not been checked against physical results, it illustrates the ease
at which any conceivable test environment can be quickly generated and tested. So, it would be
possible to quickly generate models for incremental changes in temperature, or with other
dynamic conditions, all on the same wire and with no cost to create the test environment after
validation. And despite the increase in problem complexity, the analysis did not increase the time
for computation significantly with the “Base” mashing from Table 2-4 and multi-physical
coupling. These results can be validated at a later point, but it illustrates the overwhelming
possibilities when there is validation of virtual testing on realistic, three-dimensional geometric
information.
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Figure 2-63: Preliminary test results for bond wire pull-test of Au bond wire in a uniform
temperature field of 150 °C (left) vs. the same location at room temperature (right).
Additionally, validated simulation results from various quality assurance and counterfeit
detection tests could play a powerful role in UConn REFINE Lab’s cloud-based, crowd-sourced
online platform. The platform already features 2D and 3D microscopy data of microelectronic
components where users are able to visualize and analyze devices collaboratively and submit
feedback to feed machine learning training data sets and increase overall awareness of common
defects. This work was published in the journal, Microelectronics Reliability [39]. The inclusion
of simulation data could provide additional context and support the development of a
comprehensive microelectronic defect database.
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Chapter

3:

Defect

Detection,

Targeted

Accessing,

and

Characterization of Multi-Layer Ceramic Capacitor (MLCC)
3.1 Background and Scope
Multi-layer ceramic capacitors (MLCCs) are the most widely produced and utilized
capacitors in all electronic equipment. It is estimated that one trillion (1012) pieces are
incorporated into electronic systems every year [40]. The value of these components is
underscored by their susceptibility to damage. Ceramic dielectric material is brittle and therefore
susceptible to failure and cracking due to tensile and thermal stresses to name a few [41].
Detecting and accessing defects in an MLCC that has been integrated into a system is analogous
to finding a needle in a haystack. The traditional approach to root-cause failure analysis of
manufacturing defects and operational failures of MLCCs relies on the lengthy and largely
manual process of mechanical sectioning by either parallel lapping or cutting on a diamond saw,
coupled with electrical testing and 2D imaging. Uncertainty of localization of mechanical crosssection, artifacts introduced by blade damage, sample contamination by blade materials or lapping
media and cooling fluids, and shortcomings of 2D imaging all limit reliability and increase cost
of mechanical sectioning. Examples of unfavorable results from commercially-performed parallel
lapping are shown in Figure 3-1 [42].
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Figure 3-1: Conventional embedding and lapping process of MLCC with unlevel polishing
artifacts [42]
The destructive nature of lapping combined with the difficulty of imaging or collecting
other sample information concurrently with mechanical de-processing is an additional and
significant risk factor affecting work with one-of-a-kind failures [42]. More sophisticated, and
less widely deployed, defect identification and accessing workflows have been performed. The
most notable examples include efforts to accurately mechanically polish a leaky MLCC with insitu leakage monitoring for end-pointing, coupled with 2-D SEM [43] and the use of 3-D X-ray
tomography to identify and pinpoint a feature to be accessed for broad cross-sectioning and 2-D
SEM imaging [44]. However, both proven workflows were used to find defects on the scale tens
to hundreds of micrometers (i.e. defects >10 capacitor plates) and lacking in both is (a) 3-D
characterization of the defect both morphologically and compositionally, and (b) laser for targeted
accessing over mechanical polishing. A more advanced investigation method which mitigates
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drawbacks of mechanical processes while leveraging correlative and multi-modal microscopy is
proposed to offer solutions for the aforementioned issues.

3.1.1 Objectives
Based on the current methods and their shortcomings, highlighted in Section 3.1, the
objectives for this work were to:
1. Non-destructively identify suspicious physical features within the device that could be
potentially linked with the failure.
2. Correlate 3D location data to a laser marking system capable of targeted accessing of suspicious
location.
3. Monitor lasering processing with in-situ current leakage measurements to evaluate the impact
of accessing the point by laser.
3a. Investigate the use of ultra-short pulsed laser milling for its advantages over nanosecond pulsed laser milling for this application.
4. Once close to targeted region, gather high-resolution, three-dimensional information with FIBSEM serial sectioning.
In the following Sections, a workflow that combines 3-D X-ray tomography, ultra-short
pulsed laser milling, and 3-D FIB-SEM-EDS analysis into a multi-modal sample preparation and
defect characterization approach is presented. The result of the workflow was the presentation of
a probable mechanism for component failure, that had not been previously catalogued and
published. Though the workflow was executed on a specific multi-layer ceramic capacitor of
exceptional industrial relevance, the workflow’s generality was preserved as much as possible,
with the direct intention of covering a vast range of packaged capacitor sizes and types. Much of
this work was published in the journal, Microscopy and Microanalysis [45].
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3.2 A Case Study: Faulty Multi-Layer Ceramic Capacitor
The MLCC selected for this study was an 1812-casing component with BaTiO3 ceramic
dielectric and Ni metallization shown in Figure 3-2. It failed electrical testing in that there was a
measurable current leakage across the component.

2mm
Figure 3-2: 1812-casing MLCC
The proposed approach features 3D X-ray tomography, laser machining for targeted
access of the defect and FIB-SEM-EDS mapping of the region of interest as summarized in Figure
3-3. The workflow combines multiple modalities across length scales to gather information with
retention of context. This serves to benefit the overall understanding of the probed volume and
minimize the time spent acquiring more costly information. In short, the correlative workflow
yields something more valuable than what is offered by each one of the techniques alone.
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Less specific and
expensive information

Inform modalities across
length scales

More specific and
expensive information

3-D X-ray Tomography (CT)
-Non-destructive internal
investigation
-3D perspective
-Full device and targeted
high-resolution scans

Laser De-processing for Targeted Access
-Correlate accessing of
defect from CT
-No sample contamination
or mechanical loadings
-In-situ monitoring of
device performance during
lasering

FIB-SEM-EDS
-High-resolution material
removal by FIB and
imaging with SEM with
SEM-EDS mapping
-Potential 3D perspective

Figure 3-3: Conceptual correlative and in-situ workflow with advantages associated with
constituent techniques

3.2.1 3-D X-ray Tomography
The first step in the correlative workflow involved imaging the component at two
magnifications with 3D X-ray tomography. The 3D X-ray tomography system used was a Zeiss
Xradia Versa 520 (Pleasanton, CA). The full component was scanned with the parameters shown
under “Large Field of View Scan” in Table 3-1. After reconstructing the data and examining the
digital cross-sections, a suspicious physical feature was pinpointed in three-dimensions, as shown
in Figure 3-4. The feature appears as a dark spot residing between two of the Ni-plates. In the
image’s greyscale mapping, a dark spot corresponds to a material of low X-ray absorption.
Materials of higher absorption are shown brighter with higher greyscale values. Therefore,
BaTiO3 is shown as a brighter grey than the Ni. Considering the spot has a lower greyscale value
than the surrounding dielectric, it can be inferred that it is either a void space or a material with
lower absorption characteristics than BaTiO3. If the feature is air or a material with a lower relative
permittivity than BaTiO3 it is possible that a short exists between the two plates resulting in
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current leakage. From a qualitative perspective, the greyscale appears to be close to that of the
Ni-plates.

2mm

2mm

Figure 3-4: “Large Field of View Scan” in 3D (top-left) with digital cross-sections
(remaining).
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Table 3-1: 3D X-ray tomography parameters for large field of view and high-resolution
scans
X-ray Tomography Parameters
Model

Zeiss Xradia Versa 520
Large Field of View Scan

Voxel Size / Voxel Binning

2.0µm/2

Accelerating Voltage/Power

150kV/10W

Number of Projections / Swept Angle

1600/360°

Beam Filtering

Zeiss HE1
High-Resolution Scan

Voxel Size / Voxel Binning

1.5µm/2

Accelerating Voltage/Power

110kV/10W

Number of Projections / Swept Angle

2200/360°

Beam Filtering

Zeiss HE4

The feature was targeted for a high-resolution 3D X-ray scan with the parameters listed under
“High-Resolution Scan” in Table 3-1. The feature rendered in higher resolution is shown in Figure
3-5. A higher-resolution look at the feature reveals a large bulge or void around a Ni-plate with
lower greyscale value than the surrounding dielectric.
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200µm
Figure 3-5: “High Resolution Scan” digital cross-section with callout for suspected defect.
3.2.3 Laser De-Processing and In-Situ Electrical Measurements
Once the feature was imaged in three dimensions, it’s coordinates were known. Following
localization of a suspected defect in three dimensions, the next step in the workflow involved the
accessing of the defect through correlation of the X-ray data sets with high-resolution laser
machining. To accomplish this, the capacitor was mounted on a custom holder and the X-ray
tomography information was imported directly to a Zeiss Crossbeam 340 equipped with a Trumpf
TruMark 6350 nanosecond pulsed laser. The data was registered within the Zeiss/Fibics Atlas 5
software package, cross-linking coordinate systems between the X-ray and FIB-SEM-laser-EDS
systems, thus enabling correlative access by FIB/SEM/Laser to the defect location identified
within X-ray dataset. Because of the suspect area being too deep for accessing by FIB milling in
all three directions, the nanosecond pulsed-laser ablation was utilized for coarse de-processing.
The laser parameters (20W average/~167kW peak power, 4ns pulse width, and 80 mm·s-1 raster
speed) were optimized for the highest rate of material removal across different materials with
minimal melting, and multiple raster patterns were used to mitigate redeposition during the
ablation process. First, the laser pattern was set to progress from the sample’s edge inwards to the
suspect area every 10µm. Then, the laser was programmed to raster the same area at stepped
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angular offsets. The process was repeated after rotating the sample 90° for de-processing in
orthogonal direction. The final steps of the parameter selection are shown in Figure 3-6. Postlasered images from the 0° and 90° mills are shown in Figure 3-7. In-situ monitoring of resistance
through capacitor was conducted with a 6½-digit Keysight 34401A digital multimeter and a
custom monitoring interface, as shown in Figure 3-8 to observe effects of laser ablation on leakage
in real time. Unique patterns of leakage variations were observed during lasering in different
orientations, i.e. parallel vs. orthogonal to the capacitor’s conductive plates. This is shown in
Figure 3-9. After establishing the access point about 50 micrometers from the defect, SEM
imaging and EDS mapping were conducted on the targeted area to examine the extent of laser
ablation quality and integrity of BaTiO3-dielectric and Ni-conductive layers, shown in Figure 310. Initial inspection revealed re-deposition of ablated material as probable cause of reduced
dielectric resistance. Additional step of “clean up” laser milling with low material removal rate
allowed achieving “infinite” dielectric resistance, and thus zero measured leakage current. This
meant there was preservation of the MLCCs electrical performance despite the destructive
accessing.
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Ni-plates

Figure 3-6: Final steps of parameter selection – Parameters listed on the right were able to
mill cleanly through dielectric as well as plate

Figure 3-7: Post-lasered images after cutting at 0° (left) and 90° (right) orientations
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Figure 3-8: Custom in-situ leakage monitoring mount within laser interlock (left) –
Zoomed view of MLCC on test board with leads to be fed through the lasering interlock
(center) – SEM image of MLCC on test board at 90° orientation (right)

Measured Resistance Across MLCC During Lasering
Processes
Measured Resistance (Ω)

1.20E+08

Parallel to
Plates
Lasering
Processes

1.00E+08
8.00E+07
6.00E+07

Perpendicular
to Plates
Lasering
Processes

4.00E+07
2.00E+07
0.00E+00
Arbitrary Time

Figure 3-9: In-situ leakage measurements during lasering process
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Figure 3-10: Post-lasered SEM images displaying an access point ~350µm deep into MLCC
(top) – Respective EDS maps displaying distinct regions of dielectric spacing and conductive
plates (bottom)

3.2.3 Femto-second vs. Nano-second machining
Femtosecond laser ablation holds distinct advantages with respect to micro-scale material
removal. Milling rates using femtosecond laser pulses far surpass that of conventional methods
of micro- material removal, such as FIB sputtering, allowing for quick turnover times.
Additionally, as compared to higher order laser ablation techniques, such as pico- or nanosecond
laser ablation, femtosecond pulses incur a diminished heat affected zone. This is primarily
attributed to a direct proportionality between heat diffusion depth and pulse duration, in addition
to using pulse-widths which are on the order of the electron relaxation time [46]. Furthermore,
femtosecond lasers display deterministic ablation rates of dielectric and transparent materials as
compared to their longer pulse-width counterparts. Increased peak power due to the extremely
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short pulse duration of a femtosecond laser allows for direct multiphoton ionization of dielectrics,
as opposed to relying on material impurities to generate seed electrons as with longer pulse
widths, leading to consistent ablation rates for dielectrics [47]. These advantages created an ideal
candidate for bulk material removal on the MLCC prior to further processing. In addition to the
effect of pulse width, the effect of lasering environment was examined. Lasering in rough vacuum
and gaseous nitrogen environments was done to evaluate the effect of a fluid on heat damage,
redeposition, and overall mill quality, particularly as it relates to nano-second machining. The
parameter selection for femto-second machining was done by performing a parametric study
across many different laser parameters. Images and data related to femto-second machining were
contributed by fellow lab students, Nicholas May and Matthew Konnik. Figure 3-11 documents
the first stage of the parametric study where lines of different parameters were drawn. The
parameters for each line are given in Table 3-2. After selecting a few candidate parameter sets,
rectangular boxes were drawn and eventually a single parameter set was chosen. Interestingly,
the femto-second lasering milled indiscriminately for most of the parameter sets, which was in
contrast to the nano-second lasering which required fine tuning of laser parameters to mill through
the dielectric as well as the conductive plates (see Figures 3-6 and 3-12 for comparison).
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Solder
Ceramic

8

1

Figure 3-11: Parametric study on femto-second machining
Table 3-2: Parametric study on femto-second machining parameters
Energy per
Test

Cycles

Repetition

Power (%)

Bursts
Pulse (µJ)

Rate (MHz)

1

100

60

0.341

0.5

n/a

2

100

90

1.8

0.5

n/a

3

100

60

1.74

1

n/a

4

100

90

3.74

1

n/a

5

100

60

3.54

3

n/a

6

100

90

5.4

3

n/a

7

100

60

15.54

0.5

5

8

100

90

7.7

0.5

3
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Figure 3-12: Zoomed SEM images of Line 6 from Figure 3-11 through ceramic (top) and
solder (bottom)
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The final mill quality from the femto-second machining was also markedly cleaner than
the nano-second machining. Figure 3-13 illustrates the limited damage introduced by the laser
beyond material ablation. Characteristic hardened melt pools were not present nor was any
cracking beyond a few on the nano-length scale This is further supported by Figure 3-14 in the
GFIB cross-section taken at the milled surface, where micro-cracking in the dielectric is limited
to about 1µm. Such excellent depth control in damage and material removal was key for accessing
this one-of-a-kind defect hundreds of micrometers recessed. The selected lasering recipe is given
in Table 3-3. The cross-section for the nano-second lasering is also shown in Figure 3-14
displaying significant sub-surface cracking nearly 10 micrometers down and surface roughness
on the scale of a few micrometers.

Figure 3-13: Pre-lasered SEM image of dielectric surface (top) – Post-femto-second lasered
SEM image with only nano-scale cracking and a clean, un-melted surface (bottom).
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Pt

BaTiO3

BaTiO3

1.5µm
Figure 3-14: FIB cross section of femto-second lasered surface (top) – Laser induced damage
limited to top micrometer from lasered surface. FIB cross section of nano-second lasered
surface (bottom) – Laser induced damage limited to top seven to ten micrometers from
lasered surface with additional few micrometer scale surface roughness.
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Table 3-3: Best lasering parameters for different lasers
Test

Model

# of

Power

Energy per

Rep

Pulse

Cycles

%

Pulse (µJ)

Rate

Width

666.7

30kHz

4ns

Nanosecond

Trumpf

<5,

100,

(Bulk,

TruMark

100

50

Cleanup)

6350

Burst

N/A

Pattern

Serpentine,
Serpentine
with 5°
offsets over
360°

Femtosecond

KM Labs

100

70

Y-Fi HP

3.2 (9.6

0.5MHz

120fs

3

Serpentine

burst)

3.2.4 FIB-SEM EDS
Having demonstrated targeted access of the defect site, the sample was subjected to a FIB
tomography with sequential EDS maps to acquire three-dimensional physical and compositional
information of the defect site. Additional 3D X-ray CT scans were conducted to verify correct
application of a FIB tomography preparation steps (i.e. protective Pt deposition pad and rough
trench mill) as shown in Figure 3-15.
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500µm

500µm

500µm

Figure 3-15: 3D Rendering of MLCC with protective Pt-deposition pad and rough mill
trench (top) – 2D digital cross sections highlighting relative locations of Pt-deposition pad,
rough mill trench, and defect site (remaining).
Once FIB-SEM-EDS tomography commenced, a series of anomalies were revealed. The first
anomaly, was the three-dimensional growth of the Ni-plate at the defect site. Figure 3-16 contains
two FIB slices near the start and end from the tomography captured with two independent
detectors. The Ni-plates appear with nominal thickness in the left images but one plate grows to
nearly 300% it’s nominal thickness at the site of the suspected defect. Because of the nature of
FIB milling, the crystallography of the Ni-plates, the intra-plate porosity, and dielectric spacing
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porosity are all preserved. The second anomaly is highlighted in Figures 3-17 and 3-18. Here,
contrast splotches within the dielectric spacing were correlated to EDS signals of transition
metals, particularly, yttrium. Figures 3-19a, 3-20b, 3-21c, and 3-22d contain the EDS maps for
the regions specified in Figures 3-17 and 3-18. Though Y3+ doping is a practice in the sintering
of BaTiO3 for an increased dielectric constant in MLCCs, studies have shown that increases in
doping concentration can have a severe adverse effect with an increase in conductivity [48, 49].
The density of these splotches was relatively high in the reduced dielectric region between the
oversized Ni-plate and the plate above. After fellow lab student, Bahar Ahmadi, performed image
segmentation on the data set, the three-dimensional nature of the Ni-plates and the transitionmetal islands were rendered in Figure 3-23. Only a portion of the region between the reduced
dielectric spacing was segmented, yet instances of transition-metal grain spacing ranged from 10s
to 100s of nanometers presenting a possible pathway for current leakage. This spacing was
markedly tighter than in other regions. Further characterization would be needed to evaluate if
the morphology and irregular density of the observed yttrium-grains in the reduced dielectric
spacing agree with the current understanding of increased Y3+ doping on the reduced resistivity
of BaTiO3 dielectric.
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Figure 3-16: SE2 SEM images from FIB-SEM-EDS tomography highlighting growth in Ni
plate gathered with Everhart-Thornley detector (top) – SE2 SEM images gathered with
annular in-Lens detector highlighting boundaries of dielectric, conductive plates, and
unspecified grains within the dielectric spacing (bottom).
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Figure 3-17: SEM image of cross section with boxes illustrating field of view for respective
EDS mapping.
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Figure 3-18: SEM image of cross section with boxes illustrating field of view for respective
EDS mapping.
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Figure 3-19a: Combined EDS map of predominant species in “Area a” of Figures 3-17 and
3-18 (top), individual EDS maps of predominant species in “Area a” of Figures 3-17 and 318 (remaining).
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Figure 3-20b: Combined EDS map of predominant species in “Area b” of Figures 3-17 and
3-18 (top), individual EDS maps of predominant species in “Area b” of Figures 3-17 and 318 (remaining).
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Figure 3-21c: Combined EDS map of predominant species in “Area c” of Figures 3-17 and
3-18 (top), individual EDS maps of predominant species in “Area c” of Figures 3-17 and 318 (remaining).
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Figure 3-22d: Combined EDS map of predominant species in “Area d” of Figures 3-17 and
3-18 (top), individual EDS maps of predominant species in “Area d” of Figure 3-17 and 318 (remaining).
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Figure 3-23: Segmented Ni-plates mapped onto 2D SEM cross section with small intra-plate
section highlighted (top left) – Segmented Ni-plates and intra-plate transition metal islands
(top right) – Isometric view of segmented Ni-plates and transition metal islands (bottom left)
– Side view of segmented Ni-plates and transition metal islands (bottom right).

3.3 Conclusions and Scientific Contributions
In this Chapter, a multi-modal correlative workflow was developed to detect, access, and
characterize a singular meso-scale defect in a multi-layer ceramic capacitor. The final results of
the workflow led to the observation of a defect not published in the area of failure analysis of
MLCCs. The observation of this defect was permitted by the unique combination and correlation
of techniques in this workflow, namely, non-destructive inspection by 3D X-ray tomography,
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targeted accessing by ultra-short laser ablation, and high-resolution morphological and
compositional characterization by 3D FIB-SEM-EDS tomography.

3.3.1 Challenges and Limitations
Controlled and precise meso-scale material removal by laser is considerably challenging
for a heterogeneous sample. An end-pointing vision system coupled with conservative material
removal rates allow for the highest degree of precision in removing targeted volumes without
impacting volumes necessary for further analysis. The use of an intra-machining feedback system
is highly recommended. Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is a well-established
technique used to analyze the composition of constituent material species in the plume generated
through ablation. Its use for end-pointing in laser processes has been demonstrated in the area of
calcium-magnesium alumino-silicates (CMAS) removal of high-performance thermal barrier
coatings (TBC) [50].

3.3.2 Expansion to Other Research
The generalities and specifics of the correlative workflow developed for the MLCC were
deployed directly to a technologically important and industrially driven challenge in a completely
different area of electrical energy storage. Carbon black to be used in fuel cells was subjected to
the corrective workflow including XCT, laser machining, and FIB-SEM-EDS characterization.
Irregularities, thought to be metallic impurities, were found in the epoxy-set carbon black powder
through XCT as seen in Figure 3-24. A singular feature was targeted for laser machining and then
characterized with SEM-EDS imaging to identify a ferrous particle impurity that could otherwise
short-circuit the fuel cell as seen in Figure 3-25 [51, 52]. This work was published in the journals,
Journal of the Electrochemical Society and Microscopy and Microanalysis [51, 52].
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Figure 3-24: Broad-scale 3D X-ray tomography for detection of meso-scale impurities – 3D
rendering of imaged potted graphite with callouts for the different materials and presence
of contaminants (a) – Digital cross section of imaged graphite with callouts for different
materials and presence of contaminants (b) – Segmented particulate features within potted
graphite with varying attenuation signal signifying varying X-ray absorption
characteristics of different materials (c) – Correlation process for taking targeted feature
from X-ray tomography to lasering-FIB-SEM-EDS (d) [51, 52].
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Figure 3-25: Correlative lasering-SEM-EDS from X-ray tomography data on potted
graphite to expose impurities – Progressively zoomed images of lasered area to expose
suspected metallic impurity (a-c) – SEM image and EDS maps of exposed particle with
signals for a ferrous alloy (right-remaining) [51, 52].
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Chapter

4:

Defect

Detection,

Targeted

Accessing,

and

Characterization of Implantable Biomedical Device Electrode and
Individual Evaluation of Techniques

4.1 Background and Scope
Implantable medical devices such as pacemakers, defibrillators, and neurostimulators
require electrochemically active conductive electrodes with high surface area and low impedance
to transfer electrical charge from the device to human tissue. The microstructure of these coatings
such as titanium nitride (TiN) or iridium oxide (IrO2) are of peak interest as it affects performance
and any undue failure carries the risks associated with such failures [53, 54, 55, 56]. The
evaluation of these components for process control is challenging given their scale. There exist
many modalities and techniques to characterize these coatings including scanning electron
microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, optical microscopy, IR spectroscopy, and X-ray
tomography, among others. Each of these approaches provide their own unique perspectives but
to utilize all of them would be prohibitively expensive and practically unnecessary. A threedimensional and non-destructive evaluation method such as 3-D X-ray tomography presents a
nearly ideal approach to evaluate these coatings from a process control standpoint. In short, entire
components can be checked in a manufacturing setting for coating irregularities just before
product integration. To assess the capability of 3-D X-ray tomography for this application, a
correlative workflow was adopted to evaluate two samples across multiple imaging modalities
and length scales. Additionally, preliminary research and planned future research were conducted
to expand the evaluation of these coatings to in-situ coating adhesion-cohesion characterization
by leveraging a novel apparatus developed in Chapter 2.
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4.1.1 Objectives
The objectives for this work were to
1. Non-destructively acquire 3D internal information on coated samples of different
process conditions and known 2D architectures
2. Correlate targeted information to gather higher-resolution 3D information with
different technique to fully characterize 2D architectures.
3. Use findings in Objective 2 to evaluate the capability of technique from Objective 1
to answer technical question.
The workflow developed in this Chapter involved the use of 3D FIB-SEM tomography to fully
characterize nano-scale features in a TiN coating based upon correlation from 3D X-ray
tomography results as well as to evaluate the sole use of 3D X-ray tomography to nondestructively detect the features. Figure 4-1 presents a schematic for the correlative workflow.
Much of this work was published in the journal, Microscopy and Microanalysis [57].
Less specific and
Context retained across
More specific and
expensive information modalities and length scales expensive information
3-D Digital Optical Microscopy
Largest Field of View
3-D External Information

3-D X-ray Tomography (CT)
3-D FIB-SEM
Tomography
Smaller Field of View
Smallest Field of View

Lowest Resolution 
~1um depth resolution
and ~300nm lateral
resolution

3-D External and Internal
Information

3-D Internal Information

Higher Resolution 
~500 nm depth and lateral Highest Resolution 
~10nm depth resolution
resolution
and ~2nm lateral
resolution
Inform lower resolution results

Figure 4-1: Correlative workflow for evaluation of sample and techniques
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4.2 A Case Study: Implantable TiN-Coated Electrodes for Cardiac Rhythm Management
The two samples that were chosen for the study were specialty TiN coatings deposited on
flat Pt-Ir substrates. The two samples, denoted as Sample A and Sample B, are shown in Figure
4-2 as SEM micrographs after being cross-sectioned with a focused ion beam. Sample A was
deposited on a grit-blasted substrate, while Sample B was deposited on an untreated substrate.
The cross sections reveal that varying substrate surface roughness yields vastly different coating
porosities and topographies. The processing and data presented in Figure 4-2 were contributed by
Johnson Matthey.

2 µm

2 µm

Figure 4-2: SE-SEM images of two TiN Coatings on Pt-Ir substrate samples selected for
study noted as Sample A (left) and Sample B (right).

4.2.1 Sample Preparation and 3-D X-ray Tomography
Prior to imaging within any modality, the samples were prepared and resized from their
original “as-processed” geometries to a size on scale with functional electrodes. Specifically, they
were cut with a wet, high-speed saw. This was done to secure the most favorable image quality
from the 3-D X-ray tomography. By shrinking the sample size, smaller working distances and
shorter X-ray path lengths are achievable which all culminate to a higher image quality. This was
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especially important given the nature of the samples’ materials and the desired resolution. The
substrate alloy is comprised of materials with relatively high atomic number and are therefore
highly-attenuating materials for X-rays. The parameters for the sample cutting are displayed
below in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: Parameters for sample cutting
Cutting Blade Type

Al2O3

Blade Rotational Speed

5000rpm

Feed Rate

15µm/s

The samples were first imaged in a Zeiss Xradia Versa 520. The parameters from the Xray tomography are displayed in Table 4-2 and the sample mounting is shown in Figure 4-3.
Inherently, the system has a digital resolution limit of about 500nm-700nm but there are
additional considerations because of the relatively high absorption of the sample’s materials.
Other factors such as spot size, beam energy spread, objective scintillator efficiency, and working
distance all contribute to overall resolution. Naturally, scintillator efficiency, spot size, and
chromatic aberrations suffer from high beam energies; producing visual aberrations that are
evident at high resolution. This was taken into account when selecting the beam energy. The high
attenuation of the samples made this decision difficult but ultimately, the highest energy setting
was selected. This setting allowed the best throughput and transmission numbers.
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Table 4-2: Parameters for 3-D X-ray tomography
Energy / Power

160keV/10W

Optical Magnification

4x

Pixel Size / Pixel Binning

0.5µm/2

Detector Size

2048 pixels

# of Projections / Swept Angle

2200/360°

Projection Exposure Time / Time of

15s/15hrs

Tomography

Source

Sectioned Sample

Detector

Figure 4-3: Method of mounting samples within X-ray tomography system; X-ray beam is
really a cone beam but is pictured here as an idealized red line; Sample would be in beam
path during imaging.
The data corresponding to Sample A from X-ray tomography is displayed in Figure 4-4.
The interface between the coating and substrate is well-pronounced owing to the large difference
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in X-ray absorption of the two materials. Upon further examination, the interface region hosts
unique features. These features appear as spots or undulations that infringe on the substrate’s
boundary. It could be hypothesized that the features visible in this data set correspond to the
features visible from the 2-D SEM images in Figure 4-1. This argument may receive some support
if the X-ray tomography data set from Sample B shown in Figure 4-5, is also considered. There,
the interface appears highly uniform. Based on this difference and the knowledge from Figure 41, it can be said that X-ray tomography could produce images that are distinguishable, or more
specifically, useful for feature detection. But because this data set was gathered at the resolution
limit of the modality, our conclusion should be verified even though the nature of these features
cannot be further probed with X-ray tomography. So, to fully understand the features that appear
in Sample A and not in Sample B, the features needed to be probed within a modality that is
capable of imaging the features at their length scale to fully resolve them. To be rigorous in this
characterization, a single feature needed to be investigated across the different modalities to
gather a true measure of the different modality limitations.
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Figure 4-4: 3-D Dataset from Xray Tomography of Sample A; Full
3-D rendering of volume (top left)
and digital cross-sections (top right
and bottom) with coating side on
the left side of the 2-D crosssections
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Figure 4-5: 3-D Dataset from X-ray
Tomography of Sample B; Full 3-D
rendering of volume (top left) and
digital cross-sections (top right and
bottom) with coating side on the
right side of the 2-D cross-sections

4.2.2 Data Correlation and FIB-SEM Tomography
Cross-modality correlation of a single feature is not a trivial matter, particularly when
involving internal features. Advancements in correlative microscopy software packages have
made this workflow possible and repeatable. Within the software, Zeiss Atlas 5, the X-ray
tomography data set was imported. The 3-D data set was prepared to serve as a map for probing
within a Zeiss Crossbeam 340 with laser (Oberkochen, Germany) Ga+ FIB/SEM/laser system.
The 3-D map was overlaid with 2-D SEM surface images and by feature registration with a
fiducial mark, the data sets’ coordinate systems were linked. Figure 4-6 highlights the region of
interest that was selected from the X-ray tomography data set as well as the surface-level feature
used for coordinate system registration. The process or feature alignment is user-controlled. A
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feature can be rotated, translated, resized, or deformed in shear. As a verification of proper
registration, images from after the FIB/SEM tomography is shown in Figure 4-7.

ROI from
3-D View
Coating

ROI from
Side View

Registration
Marker

ROI from Side
View

ROI from TopDown (CoatingSubstrate) View

Figure 4-6: All views of Sample A; Region of interest (ROI) in 3-D view (top left); ROI from
side views (top right and bottom left); ROI from interface between coating and substrate
(bottom right)
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200 µm

200 µm

Figure 4-7: Optical images of Sample A after FIB/SEM tomography verifying shared ROI
between modalities.
After registration was considered, the sample was probed with a FIB/SEM tomography.
This process, also known as serial sectioning, involves raster scanning a beam of high energy Ga+
ions to mill material from the samples and following up with a beam of high energy electrons to
image the newly exposed face. By doing this at intervals, “slices” are removed and catalogued.
This process can produce 3-D data sets at a depth resolution of a few to tens of nanometers (as
governed by the ion beam) and a lateral resolution of about two nanometers (as governed by the
electron beam). The parameters for the FIB/SEM tomography are given in Table 4-3. Though the
resolution of this modality is about 50-250 times higher than X-ray tomography, there is a large
compromise on the field of view and preservation of the sample. The 3-D field of view in the
FIB/SEM tomography was about 20µm x 25µm x 15µm which is about 13000 times less than Xray tomography. And as shown in Figure 4-7, the probed area is destroyed in the process. The
data corresponding to Sample A is shown in Figure 4-8.
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Table 4-3: Parameters for FIB-SEM tomography
Ga+ Beam Voltage/ Beam Current

30kV/700pA

e- Beam Voltage/ Beam Current

5kV/212pA

Detector Signal

Secondary Electrons

Slice Thickness / Pixel Size

20nm/20nm

Number of Slices

858

Time of Tomography

12hrs

Figure 4-8: All views of Sample A; Frontal view of FIB tomographic volume (top left); Side
view of volume (top right); Side view with digital cross-section in direction of serial
sectioning (bottom left); Full view of digital cross-section (bottom right)
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4.2.3 Image Processing and Data Analysis
Figure 4-8 paints a vivid picture of the ROI. Intricacies of coating porosity and substratecoating interface topography are clearly defined. In fact, a qualitative relationship between an
unevenness in the substrate-coating interface and the existence of pores was drawn by the set of
2-D images that exist throughout the volume. This and other contextual information from the
dataset can be useful insight for process development. Through image processing, the voxels in
the data set that represent pores were extracted and highlighted in Figure 4-9. The image
segmentation process was done in Avizo Fire 9.1 by fellow lab student Bahar Ahmadi. Within
Avizo, areas can be distinguished from one another by grouping voxels based on greyscale and
connectivity similar to the process presented in Section 2.3.3. A few voxels located within the
features of interest were manually selected as representative voxels for a unique feature. The user
then specified a range of greyscale centered around the manually selected representative voxels.
Other voxels that fell within the user-defined range of greyscale values that also possessed some
degree of voxel connectivity to the manually selected voxels are grouped together and assigned a
binary value, while all other voxels receive the binary complement. The binary feature sets can
be visualized simultaneously and quantified against all other feature sets. The types of parameters
that can be extrapolated from the feature sets include volume fraction, connectivity, shape,
distribution, and all other voxel counting/grouping algorithms.
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Figure 4-9: All views of Sample A; Frontal view of FIB tomographic volume with segmented
cracks (top left); Segmented cracks without Sample A volume (top right); Side view of
volume with segmented cracks (bottom left); Rear view of volume with segmented cracks
(bottom right)
By contrast, the rendered data from the FIB serial sectioning on Sample B is shown in
Figure 4-10. Here, there are no interfacial features to perform data segmentation anywhere
throughout the volume, which agrees with the interfacial quality observed in the X-ray
tomography data.
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Figure 4-10: All views of Sample B; Frontal view of FIB tomographic volume (top left); Side
View of volume (top right); Side view with digital cross-section in direction of serial
sectioning (bottom left); Full view of digital cross-section (bottom right)

4.3 Conclusions and Scientific Contributions
The use of a correlative workflow provided clear advantages and limitations of the
different characterization methods used in this study. It helped to establish a relationship between
substrate surface roughness and coating characteristics and how this relationship existed both
locally and on a global sample scale. This information alone possesses value for the development
of these components. But, the most powerful result of this correlative analysis was the
determination that 3-D X-ray tomography serves as an effective tool to detect observed-scale
irregularities in these specialty coatings. Because of technique’s validation, this application will
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benefit from the cost-savings of only needing one verification technique for initial quality
assurance testing, the time-savings of examining large scale volumes of the components and the
fundamental nature of non-destructive evaluation. The extension of this workflow to larger scale
and more functionally designed components as well as different coating-substrate material
systems remains an active area of research.

4.3.1 Expansion to Other Research
The use of a correlative framework to evaluate the specialty coatings used in implantable
electrodes would benefit greatly from the inclusion of experimental characterization of in-situ
testing methods. Particularly, the study of the coating porosity associated with certain coatings
and it’s impact on mechanical performance of the component. Commonly, mechanical evaluation
of coating-substrate architectures has been approached from a destructive perspective to measure
adhesion-cohesion strength [58, 59]. However, mechanical testing of these coatings is popularly
performed on commercial, desktop instruments. Mechanical loading information from the
scratching process are linked to light microscopy images to link load curves to deformation
patterns indicative of failure. Perspectives are limited with this type of analysis and becoming
increasingly less applicable to some coating chemistries as coating architectures are becoming
smaller to augment electrochemical performance. One research initiative leverages the
information gathered from the workflow developed in Chapter 4 and the novel in-situ apparatus
presented in Chapter 2 to perform traditional adhesion-cohesion mechanical testing in-situ of a
scanning beam microscope. Figure 4-11 contains images of the apparatus configured to perform
the adhesion-cohesion testing along with images of some preliminary tests conducted on a
similarly processed sample as Sample B in earlier Sections of this Chapter. Cyclical and single
pass loadings were conducted with collected force measurements for calculation of adhesion119

cohesion metrics. High-resolution morphological information, compositional information, and all
other unique channels of information available from a scanning beam microscope can be included
in the analysis along with the traditional mechanical testing. An example of the loading data from
a scratch test is shown in Figure 4-12.

2

1-single pass

1

2-cyclical

-sin

Figure 4-11: Apparatus configured for scratch testing of TiN coated sample (top left) –

Post-scratch test SEM images on TiN coated sample (top right) – Zoomed SEM image of
single pass scratch site (“1” in top right image) – Zoomed SEM image of cyclical pass
scratch site (“2” in top right image) and corresponding loading curve data.
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Figure 4-12: Scratch test data (Scratch #1: Oblique angle of rounded tip is perpendicular
to coating; fastest shear speed used Scratch #2: Rounded tip is perpendicular; three shear
speeds used (ramped from slow to fast))
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Chapter 5: Summary of Conclusions and Scientific Contributions
The conclusions of this work can be divided into two categories.
A) Solutions to Prevalent Industrial Challenge
B) Workflow Development for Generalized Application
A) Solution to Prevalent Industrial Challenge
Chapter 2: A non-destructive alternative for a conventionally destructive bond wire pull-QA test
was developed for a real packaged microelectronic. Non-destructive simulation results were
correlated with destructive testing from commercial systems and digital image correlation (DIC)
analyses completed with novel apparatus for validation. The workflow was extended to answer a
design question with contextual information for associated savings and impact on overall design.
Chapter 3: A nano-scale defect within a multi-layer ceramic capacitor, that was not previously
published, was determined using a developed correlative workflow featuring multiple modalities,
selective laser material removal, and in-situ measurement techniques.
Chapter 4: A robust characterization of an electrochemically conductive ceramic coating
architecture was conducted with a developed correlative workflow. In addition to coating
characterization, an evaluation of the individual techniques within the correlative workflow was
performed and met with the conclusion that a singular, non-destructive and large-scale evaluation
technique was appropriate for defect detection.
B) Workflow Development for Generalized Deployment
Chapter 2
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-

Guidelines for non-destructive acquisition and extraction of realistic, internal geometric
data to eventually serve as input to simulation

-

A workflow for conservative geometric reverse engineering to CAD-editable format with
a 4x reduction in file size for computational expense reduction, downstream modeling
ease, and potential for parametric studies of geometries as a design tool

-

Development of an FE-model from reverse engineered microscopy data with a strategy to
emulate destructive testing analog

-

A method and novel apparatus for gathering experimental data by digital image
correlation for correlation with FE-model results

Chapter 3
-

A method for detection of a singular meso-scale defect within a packaged microelectronic
through non-destructive, 3D, and multi-resolution imaging

-

Demonstrated correlation of information from multi-resolution 3D microscopy data to
inform targeted laser machining with method and apparatus for electrical measurements
in-situ of lasering to measure the effect of destructive accessing.

-

Presented a systematic approach for laser parameter selection by iterating over laser’s
performance range

-

Reported advantages of femto-second over nano-second pulsed laser ablation with
evidence of limited residual damage region

-

Correlated access site to meso-scale defect location and performed high-resolution
morphological and compositional characterization of defect area.

Chapter 4
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-

Presented a method for non-destructively gathering micron-level features information
within a coating-substrate architecture

-

Correlation of singular feature to higher resolution 3D characterization for comparison
with the level of information available from lower resolution imaging

-

Evaluated the effectiveness of a specific characterization technique within correlative
workflow for the purposes of feature detection based on results from other more
expensive techniques within correlative workflow
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Appendix A: Supplemental Code for Slack to Taut Condition
The following is the annotated code used to find the finite element test input parameters carried
out in MathWorks MATLAB 2015b (Natick, MA).

Script 1
%% Calculation of Pre-Load Deformation Parameters for Bond Wire Pull-Test
% Coded by Joseph Favata
% All units in micrometers

%% Parameters from Bond Wire Geometry

%INPUT length of wire (L) from CAD measurement. Input coordinates for point of force
%application (x0), and the points at the boundary conditions specified in Figure 14 of Section
%2.4, (x1 and x2).
L=2462;
x0=[422.7;-280.4;-79.6];
x2=[1120.6;-241.2;-110.2];
x1=[-977.7;533.7;68.4];

%OUTPUT the length of line connecting bond pads (D). Find initial loop height of wire (Hi)
and %distance from orthogonal
%orthogonal projection of load application to D, to the die bond
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%point, x1 (d1). Find length from orthogonal projection of load application onto D to the lead
%frame point, x2 (d2).
D=norm(x2-x1);
Hi=norm(cross((x2-x1),(x1-x0))/norm((x2-x1)));
d1=norm(sqrt(Hi.^2-norm(x2-x0)^2));
d2=D-d1;

%% Pre-Load Deformation Calculations

%Use non-linear system of equation solver "fsolve" after calling an explicit function that
%calculates pre-load deformation (Final_Pre_Load_Height). For reference, angle between D
and %wire at die bond (Die_Bond_Angle) and wire at lead bond (Lead_Bond_Angle) are
given.
Height=@(H)PreloadDeformation(d1,d2,H,L);
Height=fsolve(Height,Hi);
Final_Pre_Load_Height=Height-Hi
Die_Bond_Angle=atand(Height/d1)
Lead_Bond_Angle=atand(Height/d2)
%%

Script 2
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function [ F ] = PreloadDeformation( d1,d2,H,L )
%Pass variables to calculate lengths of wire segments on either side of load application (a) and
%(b). Return a function (F) to be solved for its roots (i.e. values of H that solve a continuity
%condition of the wire).
a=sqrt(d1^2+H^2)
b=sqrt(H^2+d2^2)
F=a+b-L;
end
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Appendix B: Supplemental Code for Sensitivity Analysis
The following is the annotated code used to analyze the sensitivity of the finite element test
input parameters carried out in MathWorks MATLAB 2015b (Natick, MA).
%Loop through different weights to measured parameters to see effect on output.
%Length measurement
for n=1:1:21
p=(0.89+(0.01*n));
Weight_L=L*p;
Height=@(H)PreloadDeformation(d1,d2,H,Weight_L);
Height=fsolve(Height,Hi);
Final_Pre_Load_Height=Height-Hi;
Die_Bond_Angle=atand(Height/d1);
Lead_Bond_Angle=atand(Height/d2);
p_100=(p*100)-100
Bank(n,:)=[p_100 Weight_L Final_Pre_Load_Height]
end
figure
plot(Bank(:,1),Bank(:,3),'b--o')
title('Sensitivity

of

Geometric

Measurements

xlabel('% Deviation from Actual Measurement')
xlim([-10 10])
ylabel('Pre-Load Height (um)')
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on

Final

Pre-Load

Height')

hold on

% Boundary Condition Distance Measurement
for z=1:1:21
per=(0.89+(0.01*z));
Weight_L=2537
Weighted_D=norm(x2-x1)*per;
Hi=norm(cross((x2-x1),(x1-x0))/norm((x2-x1)));
d1=norm(sqrt(Hi.^2-norm(x2-x0)^2));
d2=Weighted_D-d1;

Height=@(H)PreloadDeformation(d1,d2,H,Weight_L);
Height=fsolve(Height,Hi);
Final_Pre_Load_Height=Height-Hi;
Die_Bond_Angle=atand(Height/d1);
Lead_Bond_Angle=atand(Height/d2);
per_100=(per*100)-100
Bank2(z,:)=[per_100 Weighted_D Final_Pre_Load_Height]
end
plot(Bank2(:,1),Bank2(:,3),'g--o')
hold on
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% Force Application Measurement
for r=1:1:21
percent=(0.89+(0.01*r));
Weight_L=2537
D=norm(x2-x1);
Weight_Hi=norm(cross((x2-x1),(x1-(x0))/norm((x2-x1))))*percent;
d1=norm(sqrt(Weight_Hi.^2-norm(x2-x0)^2));
d2=D-d1;

Height=@(H)PreloadDeformation(d1,d2,H,Weight_L);
Height=fsolve(Height,Weight_Hi);
Final_Pre_Load_Height=Height-Weight_Hi;
Die_Bond_Angle=atand(Height/d1);
Lead_Bond_Angle=atand(Height/d2);
percent_100=(percent*100)-100
Bank3(r,:)=[percent_100 Weight_Hi Final_Pre_Load_Height]
end
plot(Bank3(:,1),Bank3(:,3),'r--o')
legend('Bond Wire Length','Boundary Condition Spacing','Force Application Location')
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